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Critical Few 
From Campus Tug-of-War to Pulling Together: 
Using the Lean Approach 
By Stephen MacIntyre, Kelly Meade, and Melissa McEwen 

Applying the"lean approach"can yield surprising 

benefits to facilities professionals dealing with accom

plishing more with fewer resources, while managing 

stakeholders w ith competing interests. 

22 Making It Stick 
Your PowerPoint is a snooze. Your 
ideas are lame. But all is not lost. 
By Justin Ewers 

Your Leadership Traits: An Interview 
with Mike Abrashoff 
By Suzanne Healy 

A candid interview with Captain Mike Abrashoff, 

former Navy Commander and author of It's Your Ship: 

The No-Nonsense Guide to Leadership. 

28 Planning a Course for Success 
By David Gray 

Cornell University's Climate Action Plan: 
The Engineer's Q&~it_.h t~e Owner 
By Mike Walters ~ 4 \Wt' JS~ 

34 Lessons from Cacti: How to 
Survive the Prickles of Life 
During Tough Times 
By Alan 5. Bigger, 8.5., M.A., R.E.H., and Linda 8. 

Bigger, B.A., 8.5. 

ListNotes: A Sampling from the APPAinfo 
Discussion List 
Compiled by Steve Glazner 
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The theme for the APPA 2009 
conference, held JuJy 8-10 i11 Vancou
ver, British Columbia, is Focusing on 
the Critical Few. APPA's Professional 

Development Committee, led by Vice 
President David Gray, noted that "amjd 

the constant change in educational facili
ties, a critical few issues remrun constant. 
APPA 2009 wi ll focus on these issues that 

surround everything you do as an educa
tional faci lities professional." The major 
tracks wi ll focus on the following: 
• Influence/Leadersrup/Communication 
• Disciplines/ Accountabi ljty/Ex.'Pectations 
• Sustainabiljty 

• Total Cost of Ownershjp 
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Executive Vice President 
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Associate Vice President 
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William J. D'Costa 
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We have crafted this issue of Facilities Publications Manager 

Manage1· to touch on some of these top
ics. We' re pleased to include interviews 

with keyi10te speakers Crup and Dan 
H eath and Mjchael Abrashoff, as well 
as the focus article on applying the lean 

approach to process assessment and 
continuous improvement. 

AJso in trus issue is a look at the 
creation of Cornell University's Climate 
Action Plan, developed as a resul t and 

support of rJ1e American College & 
U niversity Presidents Climate Commit
ment. In addition, Past President Afan 
Bigger gives us a valuable perspective 

on surviving through difficult economic 
times. A11d we've included a glimpse of 

the active and varied conversation that 
goes on among the 1,000-plus subscrib

ers of the APPrunfo discussion list. 
Finally, we'd like to remind you of 

the APPA staff members who serve you 
rJ1roughout the year and support your 
college, university, school, district, 
museum, business partner, or other 
educational facility. (j) 
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT VIA CERTIFICATION 
Educational Facilities Professional 

The Educational Facilities Professional (EFP) credential is the industry standard, sought after 

by employers in educational facilities. The EFP recognizes your knowledge and competence, 

showing decision-makers that you're an accomplished professional possessing the 

fundamental knowledge that you need for a successful career. 

EFP credentialing preparatory course: 

September 15, 2009 - Hilton Head, SC 

EFPExam: 

September 15 and 16, 2009 - Hilton Head, SC 

Certified Educational Facilities Professional 

The Certified Educational Facilities Professional (CEFP) designation denotes the highest level of 

educational facilities mastery, elevating the credibility of the individual who holds the certification 

and the institution the certified professional represents. CEFP Study Guide now available! 

CEFPExam: 

September 15, 2009 - Hilton Head, SC 

APPA's Inaugural CEFP Certification Recipients 

APPA congratulates the following individuals who passed the first Certified 

Educational Facilities Professional (CEFP) exam in January 2009 and 

received the CEFP designation, validating not only their superior 

proficiency in educational facilities, but their mastery and practice 

in the field. The certification is earned through a comprehensive 

examination testing both knowledge and experience in four core 

areas key to the profession: general administration; operations and 

maintenance; energy and utilities; and planning, design, and construction. 

Those receiving the inaugural CEFP designation are: 

Allen Boyette, North Carolina State University 

Alan Daeke, North Carolina State University 

Terry Fenstad, Westfield State College 

Kenneth Klika, Case Western Reserve University 

Thomas Shewan, Florida State University 

You too can be recognized as among the most accomplished in our profession by earning 

the Certified Educational Facilities Professional (CEFP) designation. The CEFP confirms one's 

achievements and demonstrates understanding and application of skills to create and maintain 

safe, functional, and inspiring learning environments for current and for future generations. 

Furthermore, attaining the CEFP elevates an individual's credibility as an educational 

facilities professional and that of their institution. 

For additional information on either program visit http//www.certification.appa.org/ 

or contact Suzanne Healy at suzanne@appa.org. 
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APPA AWARDS ANNOUNCED 
The Professional Affairs and Award & 

Recognition committees recently granted 

the following awards. Award recipients will 

be honored at the APPA 2009 conference 

in Vancouver. Other awards will be 

announced in the next issue. 

Effective & Innovative Practices Awards: 
University of North Texas 
"Revised Small Renovation Delivery Process" 

University of Texas at Austin 
"Employee Recognit ion SITES Award" 

Valparaiso University 
"Natural Gas and Medium Voltage 
Distribution Systems" 

Weber State University 
"Safety Training Board Game" 

Western Michigan University 
"In-House Capital Asset Documentation 

Program with GIS" 

Meritorious Service 
Award: 
Bob Carter 
Robert S. Hascall 
Theodore Weidner 

Pacesetter Award: 
Scott Burns 
Ruthann Manlet 
David Millay 
John Wong 
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Since 1979, VHB has incorporated an interdisciplinary, 

sustainable design approach in support of growth and 
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Coming to £RAPPA 2009? 
Don't miss VHB's Robert Christman, at the session 
"Your Hardest Asset: Cost Effective Design and 
Management Strategies for Pavements on Campus." 

We're pleased to be an Imagine Level Sponsor 
and support excellence in educational facilities management. 

www.vhb.com 
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EVENTS 
APPA EVENTS - 2009 

Jul 11 EFP Prep Course, EFP Examination, and 
CEFP Examination Vancouver, BC, Canada 

NEW FLIPPABLE FILE FOR FACILITIES MANAGER Jul 12 EFP Examination Vancouver, BC, Canada 

Sep 10-14 Institute for Facilities Management 

Hilton Head, SC 
A new feature has been added to the online version of Facilities 

Manager. In addition to the PDF files being posted, we've also added 

a flash fi le that will allow you to electronically view the magazine in its 

entirety. You will be able to "flip" the pages and view the magazine in spreads 

(to flip the pages, just run your cursor over the bottom corner of the page.) 

Sep 15 EFP Prep Course, EFP Examinat ion, and 

CEFP Examination Hilton Head, SC 

Sep 16 EFP Examination Hilton Head, SC 

Sep 20-23 RMA Annual Meeting Tucson, AZ For an example of this new feature, visit http://appa.org/FacilitiesManager/index.cfm 

and click on "View Full Version in Flash"to view last month's issue of Facilities Manager. 

This feature is only available to members. 
Sep 26-30 CAPPA Annual Meeting Grand Forks, ND 

Sep 27-30 MAPPA Annual Meeting Iowa Gty, IA 

Oct 4-7 ERAPPA Regional Meeting Portland, ME 

Oct 7-9 PCAPPA Regional Meeting Universal Ory/ 
Hollywood, CA 

NEW APPA E-BOOK 
Facility Management Shared Services: 

The Balance Between In-House Services 

and Outsourcing 

by Jeffery L. Campbell, Ph.D., 

Brigham Young University 

Member Price: $39 

Non Member Price: $54 

ISBN: 1-890956-51-1 

Published 2009, e-book, 64 pages 

Most universities utilize both in

house and outsourced services to 

APPA} 

operate their campuses, or in other words, they incorporate shared 

services. The definition of a shared service model is the optimal 

balance of in-house services, resources, and management with 
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Oct 24-27 $RAPPA Regional Meeting Daytona 

Beach, FL 

Oct 27-30 ACUH0-1/APPA Housing Facilities 

Conference Columbus, OH 

OTHER EVENTS - 2009 

Jul 11-15 CSHEMA Annual Meeting, NewOrleans,LA 

Jul 18-22 SCUP Annual Meeting, Portland, OR 

Sep 12-16 URMIA's Risk Management Conference 

Nashville, TN 

Sep 20-23 Greening of the Campus Conference, 
Indianapolis, IN 

Dec 7-10 NIBS Annual Meeting, Washington, DC 

For more information or to submit your organization's 
event. visit www.appa.org/applications/calendar/ 
events.cfm. 

outsourced services to provide the highest level of services at an 

affordable price. 

Facility Management Shared Services: The Balance Between 

In-House Services and Outsourcing focuses on the symbiotic and 

collaborative relat ionships and partnerships are working with 

outsourced contracted services. This book will help to: 

better define a shared service model between in-house 

and outsourced facility services; 

increase understanding of how to optimize the value of 

shared services; and 

forecast future outsourcing trends based on current practices. 

Includes interviews with facilities professionals using both in-

house services and outsourcing, research findings, recommendations, 

and questionnaires to use in gauging the needs of your own facility. 

Purchase at the APPA Bookstore www.appa.org/bookstore. 
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Five Key Issues for APPA's 
Facility Professionals 
By E. Lander Medlin and William M. Elvey 

A PPA took advantage of the 

opportuni ty thjs past April to 

continue its collaboration with 

its international strategic alliance part

ners -AUDE (the U.K.'s Association of 

U niversity Directors of Estates), TEFMA 

(Australasia 's Tertiary Education Facilities 

Management A~sociation), and TTEFMA 

(Higher Fd11cation Facilities Manage

ment Association of Southern Africa) -

and engaged in a dialogue concerning our 

perspective of the five key issues educa

tional facilities professionals face. APPA's 

perspective of the five key issues is reflect

ed in trus column. We found it important 

and useful to frame our discussion relative 

to both the ongoing megntrends and the 

context influencing higher education and 

the facilities profession. 

Using Bill Daigneau's award-winning 

article Meg111rends nnd Myths: Fndlities 
lVlanagement Practices in Higher &i11c11tio11 
(Fncilities Mnnager, November/December 

2006) as the basis, we found the 111eg11-
tre11ds that drive the future are impor-

tant for us to understand since they will 

fundamentally inRucnce the functions and 

processes of rugher education now and 

well into the fururc. These megatrends he 

described remain as: 

• Ch1111ging student demographics -
Diversity amongst those seeki ng 

postsecondary education has changed 

significantly from the previous student 

pool. The ramifications of these shi fts 

are still heing explored. 

• Access 1111d effiriPllcy- G iven a choice 

between putting higher education out 

of the financial reach of large portions 

o f the population and finding more 

efficient ways to deliver that education, 
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achieving greater cost efficiencies is 

likely to prevail. 

• Technology - IT has made possible the 

shift from the traditional instructional 

paradigm to a learning paradigm. And, 

techno logy in general has become 

ubiquitous in its use and need by all 

stakeholders. H owever, the cost of 

technology is outpacing our ability to 

pay for it. 

• Accozmtability- The federa l govern

ment has increasingly inserted itself 

into the management and delivery of 

higher education and education in 

general. Performance o utcomes must 

be identified, substwtiated, and justi

fied by all stakeholder groups in order 

to receive even minimal funding for 

programs and services. 

• Green 1111{1 lean - Reduce, reuse, recycle. 

Environmental degradation and 

protection concerns have heightened 

and gained traction. In rurn, long-term 

sustainabili ty practices arc increasingly 

on the rise. 

Today's context is equally important and 

is a reAection of the financial constraints 

presently felt Ii-om tl1e global economic 
downturn. Although me education sector 

is currently considered one o f me U.S. 

growth industry sectors, resource scarcity 

has heightened at many education instiru

tions causing near-tern1 delays in building 

construction, operational budget reduc

tions, and some corresponding reductions 

in the workforce. The finwcial strain from 

a myriad of funding shortfalls is sigiuficant

ly impacting me kinds of decisions we need 

to make in a contracted economic climate. 

Indeed, we are not immune from me effects 

of 3J1 uncertain global financial market. 

The criticnl fncilities issues we face in edu

cational facilities have been documented in 

detail in me three issues of APPA's Thought 
Leaders Series monographs (University 
Facilities Respond to the Changing Landscnpe 
of Higher &iucation, 2006; &iucnti<mnl 
Fncilities and tbe Impact of Technology, 
Expectations, nnd Competition, 2007; an<l 

The Challenges of Demogrnphic Chnnges nnd 
Acconntnbility to Campus Facilities, 2008). 

However, given the dramatic changes being 

felt from me global economy's free fa ll, we 

offer tl1e following.five key issues mat we 

believe are me most critical for educational 

facilities professionals at trus time: 

• Integration of Sustainability 
T hroughout Operations - Being 
"green" has taken on new mearung 

and import. Even me federal econonuc 

stimulus package incorporated green 

rating systems for moderruzation , 

renovation, and repair projects and 

green industry worker preparation into 

ilieir requirements, along wim ma.~sive 

fun ding for alternative energy/renew

ables. For the facilities professional, 

me key is "integration," from green 

design to recycling construction debris, 

and incorporating green principles 

and practices into me trades, custodial, 

and grounds landscape daily opera
tions. And, all of this must be done in a 

financially viable and environmentally 

sound and friendly way. 
• Energy Efficiency & Renewable 

Energy - Reliability of system infra

structure and delivery is critical to me 

instirutional nussion. Given me energy 

intensity and use at our educational insti

rutes, demand-side management is criti

cal, especially since price volatility exists 

on me supply side. Complex network 

systems, ever-i11creasin g technologies 

(building automation, rugital controls, 
security, etc.), and expwding comput

i11g power are requirements of 1 orm 

American education energy systems in 



particular. In addition, year-round opera

tions are affecting efficiency and effective

ness. Most capital decisions are made on 

a short-term basis \\~th little regard or 

understanding for the long-term impact 

on operations and maintenance budgets. 

It is a difficult task to control costs in 

this environment. In addition, alterna

tive fuels and renewables have become 

increasingly important and gaining 

attention, focus, and momenrum. 

• Accountability & Performance Mea
surement - The focus on accountability 

of perfonnance extends beyond the 

teadung/instructional side of the acade

my. Establishing and utilizing metrics for 

performance measurement, benchmark

ing other organizations, and identifying 

best practices for the industry are becom

ing a critical pan of e,·eryday operations. 

The gloomy economic picrure for most 

campuses has only increased the need 

for operational efficiency and effective

ness in order to successfully streamline 

costs. It has been said many times, 'We 

measure what we value. \ Ve manage what 

we measure!" This is essential in today's 

environment and we suspect will be the 

case well into the future. 

• Aging Workforce - \ Vorkforce demo

graphics are changing, and d1e "graying 

of America" has increased the number 

of boomer generation workers looking 

at retirement. It has become increasingly 

important for organizations to assess these 

demographics shifts in their geographic 

area, determine meir service needs and 

requirements, and use d1is infonnation as 

the criteria for decision-making co ensure 

they have the proper workforce plans 

in place to ad<lres.5 meir furure staffing 

needs and requirements (bom manage

rial and tedmical staff). In addition, there 

needs to be a greater focus on creating me 

"workplace of d1oice." This Mll require 

organizations co instirute organizational 

climate surveys, assess systems and pro

cedures that are impeding recruitment 

and retention of key and critical staff, and 

establish formal accession and succession 

planning programs. The issue is dearly 

me "800 pound gori lla" in me room. 

• Campus Safety & Security - Since 

d,e Virginia Tech tragedy in April 

2007, focused attention has renewed 

how colleges and universities deal ,~th 

campus safety and security issues. In the 

past two years a nwnber of states have 

conducted comprehensive reviews of 

campus safety and security. I Iowever, 

despite this activity, very litde is known 

about the specific plans and procedures 

that colleges and universitie., have im

plemented co address today's all-hazards 

~rate of campus safety and security. 

] fence, a 1ationa1 Campus Safety and 

Security Project is currently underway 

to document the current state of college 

and unive rsity emergency preparedness 

plans as a measure to inform the higher 

education commW1ity about the scope 

of campu safety and security today. 

The higher education sector and its 

counte'l)artS in me K-12 sector as well are 

clearly going ilirough a period of w1prcc

cclented change. The choices we make 

today will affect education for years to come. 

Indeed, d1ese are tough times. I Iowever, the 

investment decisions we make in me short 

tenn ,viii have a major impact in me future. 

Therefore, it ha, become increasingly clear 

d1at lendersbip and change mauagement 
skills are a necessary part of the educational 

facilities professionaJ's skill set as we seek a 

long-term resolution for each of mese issues. 

T he educational facilities professional 

must be able to balnnce and articulate stake

holder expectations, prmide an intense focus 011 
the c11stamer needs, employ exceptional C()1Jmm-

11imt1011 ski/Lr, and recognize that collabomtion 

is key - the neon sign for success! <,) 

Lander Medlin is APPA's executive vice 

president; she can be reached at lander@ 

appa.org. Bill Elvey is APPA President and 

can be reached at wmelvey@utdallas.edu. 
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APPA BOK: The Big Reveal 
By Maggie Kinnaman 

D id you know that one of the 
most comprehensive, ambitious 

initiatives ever undertaken by 
APPA is taking form? For the past three 

years, a team of your peers has been hard 
at work updating our 12-year-old Body 
of Knowledge (BOK), also known as the 
third edition of Facilities Management: A 
Mamml for Plant Admi11istrntio11. 

What makes this project amhitious is 

the vision that we are working to imple
ment. T he new BOK will be a digital 

body of knowledge available in a search
able format, available 2-+ hours a day, 7 
days a week. This searchable database 

of knowledge - related to the facilities 
management profession operating within 
an educational environment - will be 

the fi rst project of its kind, and is sure to 
transform how information is provided 

to educational faci lities professionals. 
You may wonder what's been accom

plished on this project so fa r. First has 
been the creation of a ream that is com
mitted to making th is project our col
lective rea lity. H eading up this activity is 

yours truly, the edi to r-in-chief assisted 
by a myriad of APPA staff. \ Ve have four 

content coordinators each responsible 
for covering the playing field of one of 
our four core competency areas: 
• General Administration and 

Management 
• Operations and Mainten:mce 
• Energy, Uti lities, and Environmental 

Stewardship 

• Planni ng, Design, and Construction 
Additionally we have over 60 authors 

who are busy rewriting the Facilities 
J lt111age111e11t manual for a specific con
tent area. Providing technical and edito

ria l assistance is a business partner, EEI 
Communications, who is responsible for 
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creating the digital workspace as weU as 
the infrastructure that supports the deliv

ery of the searchable body of knowledge 
to our members. Finally, our Editorial 

Board is responsible for oversight of the 
entire project. 

Editor-in-Chief 
Maggie Kinnaman 
APPA Stoff Ediwr 
Steve Glazner 
APPA Publications ,11011oger 
Anita Dosik 
APPA Database/Web Manager 

Leslie Young 

THE NEW BOK WILL BE A DIGITAL 
BODY OF KNOWLEDGE AVAILABLE 

IN A SEARCHABLE FORMAT, 
AVAILABLE 24 HOURS A DAY, 

7 DAYS A WEEK. 

CONTENT COORDINATORS: 

• P011: 1 (General Administration and 
Mo11oge111ent) Jack Hug, APPA Fellow 
and Past APPA President 

• Port 2 (Operations and ,v!ointenonce) 
Gary Reynolds, APPA Fellow and 
Past APPA P residen t, University of 

Colorado at Colorado Springs. 
• Part 3 (Energy, Utilities, and E11viron-

111entol Stewardship) Darryl Boyce, 
Carleton University 

• Pon 4 (P/01111i11g, Design, and Co11struc
tio11) Bill Daigneau, APPA Fellow, 
U niversity of Texas M .D . Anderson 
Cancer Center 

INSTITUTE DEANS: 

• Geuernl Ad111i11istrotio11 and 1'1a11nge-
111ent, Mary Vosevich, University of 

New Mexico 
• Operations and Maiutenance, Jay Klingel, 

C"njversity of Virginia 

• Energy, Utilities, and E11viro11mmtol 
Stewardrhip, Cheryl Gomez, Uni\·ersity 

of Virginia, and Lynne Finn, South 
Dakota State University 

• P/111111i11g, Design 1111d Co11structio11, 
Don Guckert, APPA Fellow, 

University of Iowa, and Steve 
T hweatt, Emory University 

AT-LARGE MEMBERS: 

• Do ug C hristensen, APPA Fellow 
and Past APPA President, Brigham 

Young University 
• Phil Cox, Past APPA President, 

Cornell University 
• Bill Middleton, Past APPA President 

ext has been the creation and testing 
of the digital workspace that faci litates a 
work.flow for authors to share their work 

with d,eir content coordinator. The work

space enables the content coordinator to 
insert comments into the digital work

space, and allows the content coordinators 
to share the chapter \vith peer review-

ers. Each knowledge entity will be peer 
reviewed and will become part of CF a R's 
research. Finally, the workspace allows the 

editor-in-chief to follow the progress of 
every content coordinator and each author. 

Content coordinators have reviewed the 
d,ird edition of the Facilities Management 
M111111nl and cross-referenced the chapters 
with courses taught in bod, the APPA 

fostitute for Facilities Management as well 
as d,e Leadership Academy. From this 
they have identified the new sections of 
their respective BOK section. Additionally 
they have identified authors for each sec

tion. Authors are hard at work updating 
the knowledge related to their topic areas. 



THE BIG REVEAL 
So when will this marvelous concept 

be available for member use? We are 

targeting early 20 IO for the "Big Reveal." 

In part, this is because al l APPA's cre

dential ing tests are based on the BOK, 

so it is key to the credentialing effort. 

For example, the source for the current 

round of creden tialing questions was the 

third edition of the Facilities M1111age111e11t 
ma11ua1 - supplemented by e lectives from 

the Institute and Academy. The creden
tialing initiative requires that the ques

tions be updated every three years, and 

those three years are up in January 20 l 0. 

THEFUTUREOFTHEBOK 
An added benefit of a digital BOK is 

the ease of updating. Just as newspapers 

are becoming passe with the advent 

of instant news updates digital news 

sites, Twitter and \Vikipedia, so are the 

publication of books. I know many of 

you, including myself, are fee ling a great 
sense of loss with the demise of the 

printed word - the trade-off be ing ease 

of maintenance and updates. 

Every three years the credentialing ini

tiative will reinvent itself drawing upon the 

evolving digital BOK. This is a project that 

will become a living, dynanuc, evolving 

body of knowledge for our profession. The 

basics will stay much the same, but around 

d1e edges will evolve new technology, new 

techniques, new approaches - all begging 

for recognition and capture in our BOK. 

Your hat should go off to the creativity 

and cutting-edge vision that APPA has 

been bold enough to embrace. So watch 

for the big reveal! <,) 

Maggie Kinnaman retired June 30 as director 

for business administration for facilities 

at the University of Maryland, Baltimore. 

She is a Past APPA President and can be 

reached at kinnaman@comcast.net. 

FAST AND EFFECTIVE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES? 

TWELVE steps are tracked in 
the delivery of each digital 
knowledge section: 

STEP 1 Chapter Assigned 

STEP2 Chapter Draft Completed by 
Author and Submitted 

STEP3 Chapter Draft Preliminary Review 
Completed 

STEP4 Chapter Draft Author Revision 1 
Completed 

STEP 5 Chapter Draft Education Dean 
Review Completed 

STEP6 Chapter Draft Author Revision 
2 Completed 

STEP7 Chapter Draft Sent to Editorial 
Board 

STEPS Chapter Draft Sent to Peer Review 

STEP9 Chapter Draft Back from Peer 
Review 

STEP 10 Chapter Finalized with Author 

STEP 11 Chapter Edited 

STEP 12 Chapter Posted 

IT IS POSSIBLE WITH JOC AND ALPHA. 

WHEN YOU NEED IT DONE YESTERDAY. 

Job Order Contracting reduces procurement limes up to 80%, and integrates early design and 
constructability review opportunities. 

WHEN YOU NEED IT DONE RIGHT. 

Alpha Building Corporation's clients renew our contracts and keep us on campus because we've become 
their partner in handling tough work cycles, specialized projects and campus-wide program work. 

Whether it's a BSL3 lab, a parking lot expansion, a basketball court resurface. or a classroom 
conversion, Alpha has 40 years of experience satisfying the diverse needs of our institutional clients. 

Let Alpha and JOG become an effective tool for accomplishing your facilities management needs. 

COME SEE US IN BOOTH 221 AT THE APPA CONFERENCE IN VANCOUVER. 

24850 Blanco Rd., San Antonio, TX 78260 • 210-491-9925 • www.alphabuilding.com 

--------
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Using the 
Approach 

sOMll DAYS s1mM UIUl 110\l'fS IN A,"i F,ND
U\SS GJ\)11\ Of ·nm-tn1-W Al\. Al e e d oil e 
r pe tac t s pr less na s P1USI dO re 1ack e de 
le•red nee o ve op a cl rnale strat gy a d eel 

opefat ona need<; tor a c o ex rn x ol 

bu id d stake'10 ders Tugging ot er eod 

a ,1 ........... ····· ....... . 
/ Stapbell MacIntyre, 

l(ellY Meade, 

re ol ess 11'0 ey statt and suppo•t Many 01 

us are la t accornp sh nq rno•e w th te Ner esources 
ag g stakeh ders w th compet g nterests 

and Melissa McEwen 



Consider the story of Charles, who had to reduce energy costs 

with a vanishing capital budget. 
Problems - Charles, an engineer, maintained an industrial 

campus with 300+ aging buildings. Coming from the lat-

est budget cut meeting, he wondered how he could reduce 
energy costs when his capital allowance had almost vanished. 

l lis boss' demands were clear: find a way to get rid of one of 

the power plants, stop capital spending, reduce energy costs 

by IO percent and reduce greenhouse gas emissions without 

spending a lot on building improvements. H e knew that some 

manufacture rs had experienced recent dramatic improvements 

by applying something called "lenn." So, he phoned Glen, one 

of the company's internal ler111 advisors to find out what lenn 
was about. 

At the same time, Charles pursued a standard approach to 

finding cost sa,rings. I le had his staff look for outside energy 

consultants who could pro\ride solutions. 

A Lenn Approach - Charles was surprised when G len 

suggested that they avoid jumping to "solutions" by hiring 

consu ltants. H e believed Charles' own staff could do most of 

the work. Following G len's advice, Charles assembled people 
from across the campus and took time to understand energy 

generation and consumption as a "system." They came to 

understand that the most important value arising from energy 

was to maintain manufactured product quality and worker 

comfort. They ;ilso identified key problems and wastes across 

the sire. To C harles, this uncovering of new problems actually 

made things look worse! 

DesiredVal• 

• hc:llll&thatatlractand ........... 

• Being recognbled for COlllrlbutlngtD .... 
campus mlulon 

Glen helped him to use these problems to his advantage by 

forming internal teams to conduct a series of rapid improve

ment workshops, known as kni:::,ens. Using their initial findings 

to guide them, each team strengthened their understanding 

of the problems by going to see how the energy was used (or 

wasted). They examined what was important to keep in order 

to maintain product quality and worker comfort and consid

ered solutio ns tha t would get rid of waste. Teams identified 

many demand-side savings, such as reducing building air Ao" 

and implementing more effective time of day schedules. Other 
teams worked the generation side, identi fying ways to improve 

steam performance and to reduce parasitic loads (air condition

ing an area that simultaneously uses process steam heat). Over 
two years these teams met regularly and relentlessly studied 

problems, prioritized sa\rings opportunities, and quickly imple

mented the lowest-cost, highest-value changes. 

O utcomes - The outcomes were surprising - $27 million in 

annual energy sa\rings, a 12 percent reduction in greenhouse 

gases in one year, and a 16 percent the follo\\ring year. 

A better approach gave them better results. Lenn is increas

ingly being applied to tackle non-manufacturing problems, 

like those of the facilities professional. As stewards of the 

campus huilt environment, the role of a faci lities professional 

has never been more important or challenging than in today' 

economic conditio ns. Similar to the manufacturer's energy co

nundrum, o bstacles get in the way of delivering desired va lue. 

You might recognize some of the forces at play in the tug-of
war o n your own campus. 

Obstades/Waste 

• Cullomen/Stalraholdan don't....,._ 
lhevaluecontrlbutedbJfadllllesstalf 

• Facllltles staff don't IN howlhermuld 
contrlbutetD the campus mlulon 

• IMldlngs that support lwnlng and 
lhemnpusmlulon 

• sr.ctlN long-range planning 

• RechaclgrNnhouse1M(GHG).,..lulo.--. 

• • 
• Flnandal ~ unfuncled ...... 

• Colllpellng budgm 

• Dis•~ on the things that.,. of 
~valueacroalheorpnlmlon 

• Lack of buy-In from admlnllbatlon • ReduaNI ope.atlng .-ts 

• CollaboralMworkculbn 

• Worldng pradudi-,•• teamonlhelllOlt 
Important things 

• Dedslon-mllldng based on total CIDII 

anclval• 
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• DIMculty .............. plcbn;.....,. 
boclJIWIIOIMChlng ...... lnlhe.,.... 

• lnllllullonal ..... ; ....... ..... ..... 
• DNrt,;a11ttn,upt.,.IIIWUNd on .... .._ 

and ofta competing goals 

• l>el'erNdmalldwtanca 



The value and obstacles on campus 

may change over time, but the effects 
remain - frustrated facilities staff, sub

optimal decision makin g, lack of buy-in, 
and competing priorities. 

Cape Cod Community College 

Kodak 

2. Recognize the value stream - the 
entire system. Consider nil of the activi

ties, materials, information, problems, 
equipment, and people in the system 

The Mayo Clinic 

This article is an introduction to lean, 
an approach that can help you to under
stand what your customers value, reach 

consensus on what's most important, work 
with others to get obstacles out of the way, 

and get more of the right things done. 

Kaiser Permanente 

State of Ohio 

involved in providing what your cus
tomers want. Facilities professionals are 
responsible for significant projects, and 

must rely on the participation of people Turner Construction 

Sutter Health and resources in that system they don't 
directly manage. A group of stakehold

ers workii1g together can create a map of 
tl1e va lue stream that helps them discover 

why tl:ungs are done, what's really impor-

Applying leo11 to address those prob

lems can yield surprising benefits. 
Lean: 

HOK 

• Offers a means to engage key stakeholders across the campus 
• Builds a shared understanding of desired outcomes and helps 

people focus on the right things 
• H elps people see system wastes and costs 
• Uses an internal team to develop ideas and solutions 
• Reduces waste and creates more customer va lue 

• Creates more meaningful work for staff 
• Breaks down deparonental silos 

• Applies "learn ing by doing" to enahle people to work to

gether mo re productively 
\Vhy are results from using a lean approach so different? Lenn is a 

value-focused approach that prioritizes customer value and respect 

for workers, while reducing system wastes and costs and removing 
obstacles to stakeholder value. It emerged from the manufacturing 
world and is now helping organizations as diverse as education and 

healthcare institutions, conswner products companies, and the real 
estate and construction industries to increase delivered value. 

In order to understand some of the fundamentals of lean, 
it might be useful to consider who a facilities professional's 

customers and stakeholders might be. Facilities professionals 

serve many ki11ds of customers. There may be customers within 
your own deparonent, such as the utilities manager, who serves 
an individual building manager. Other customers may be the 

campus sustainabili ty coordinator or the institution's administra
tion. Your customers may also be the end-users of your buildings 

and services, such as students and facul ty. Your stakeholders are 
equally diverse and may include employees, partners, alumni, 

donors, the trustees, and the community, as well as your custom
ers. Lean will help you to understand what your stakeholders 
value and deliver that value in the least-waste way. 

LEAN FUNDAMENTALS 

Two of len11's basic principles arc integral to G len's si ruation 

and can be applied to campus operations. 
l. Understanding value vs. waste. Knowing who your cus

tomers are and what they value helps you see what parts of your 

process delivers that va lue. A deep understanding of value can 

guide your decisions. 

tant, who can best cono·ibute and what gets in the way. Creating 
tl1e value stream map is a useful technique for breaking down men
tal barriers between departn1ents, identifying waste, and serves as a 

foundation for improving a process together. 
On the next page is a value stream map that depicts paper use 

and waste at a college tl1at applied lean principles; the team re

duced paper use by over 20 percent and simultaneously created 
more va lue for campus stakeholders. 

The other fundamental principles of flow, pull, and pl!'lfection 
are equally useful: however this article focuses on the first two. 

By using Jenn principles, and understanding where waste 

comes from , facili ties professionals can take a holistic approach 

to identifyi11g value, removing waste, and building value within 
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Value Stream Map Example 

SIMPLIFIED VALUE STREAM MAP OF PAPER USE 
AT CAPE COD COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

...... 

Sta,,,. 
fAft-Y ► 

deparonents and across campus. Imagine if everyone in the 
value stream (facilities, administration, srudents, and faculty) 

Lmderstood how the process 1wlly looked. 
The following example describes how a major university 

recently applied leo11: 

Discl11i111e1': names have been changed to protut the successful. 
Problems - Matt, a project manager for climate action 

planning, was charged with motivating seven workgroups to 
generate ideas for carbon emissions reductions across campus in 

support of a climate action plan that was to go before the Sus
tainabi lity Steering Committee. T hese ideas also had to reduce 

costs and contribute to the mission of the university. Some of 
the teams were also faced with hidden wastes and cost~, a lack 

Lean Facts vs. Fiction 

Lean Is not an acronym 

Lean Is not just a set of tools, It Is a system that 
Includes prlnclples, ways of thinking, and tools. 

Lean Is not contrary to Six Sigma and ISO frame
works, they can provide tools which are easily used 
In Lean. 

Lean Is not another, separate Initiative, or contrary 
to existing goals - It's an approach that Improves the 
things we already do 

Lean Is not job cutting - while sometimes thought of 

as a necessary measure, cutting jobs Is not consis
tent with the concept of respect for people and Is 
therefore not the same as lean. 
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of understanding about the processes that were creating carbon 
emissions. T hey were more concerned with meeting existing 

deparonental goals and challenges rather than spending time on 
a seemingly unrelated sustainabil ity project. After all, what did 
they have to do with the Americ:m C:ollege & U niversity Presi

dents Climate Conunitment? 
Their standard approach would have involved countless meet

ings with smaller sub-groups, each trying to detenn ine which 

ideas would generate energy savings and reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, all without knowing which ideas would have buy-in 
from stakeholders. They also lacked the knowledge of how their 

ideas would impact parallel v:-i l11es :md obstacles working,vithin 

the campus system. 
A Lean Approach - Matt assembled two cross-functional 

teams for a rapid improvement workshop (kaize11) that included 

representatives from administration, facilities, IT, energy ser

vices, and students; he used lerm facili tators for guidance. Before 
the team talked about carbon emissions, they discussed what 

shared goals they wished to accomplish that would be supportive 

of their existing department goals and that would address exist
ing challenges. Several team members were skeptical about this 
application of lean; after all, "Isn't this process just for manufac

turing?" However, the team did agree on some metrics for the 
improvement project that included: 

• Decrease carbon while being cost-neutral or generating 
cost-savings 

• E nhance education and awareness of environmental impacts 
on campus 

• Contribute to existing department goals 
• Strengthen partnerships with suppliers and vendors 

The groups decided tl1at examining IT use (including com
puters and servers) and paper use would be tangible processes 
where they could achieve these metrics. Together, the teams 
created visual maps of bot!, IT and paper processes that showed 



With Delta Controls· new touchscreen, operators are able to monitor and manage building systems 

from any wall or room in the building. l t·s easy to customize 30-animated graphics to depict floor 

plans, air handlers, boilers and ch il lers. Our seven-i nch diagona l co lor screen makes it simple to 

change occupancy schedules, adjust temperature setpoints and more. It connects to your facility via 

BACnet' over Ethernet. Conserve energy usage, reduce operations costs and maintain occupants· 

comfort-all at a finger"s touch. To learn more, please stop by Booth 716. 

For an animated demonstration visit www.deltacontrols.com/hmi 

~ ,~lm "' Do it right. 



the realistic Aow of material, information, people, va lue, and 

waste in the systems (otherwise known as value stream maps). 
By seeing and mapping the processes, they uncovered many 

hidden problems such as underuti lized servers; non-standard 

purchasing processes; too many operating systems and soft

ware; environmental information not bujlt in to purchasing 

decisions; unfamilia rity with electronjc means of delivering 

educational materials; 4.5 tons of catalogs sent to the univer

sity every week. In all, the teams uncovered 87 problems and 

wastes in their systems. 

They collaborated to brainstorm ideas for reducing waste 

and cost and generating more va lue to campus stakeholders. A 

detai led Impact/D ifficulty analysis helped them to prioritize the 
ideas, identify obstacles to implementation, and find resources 

and people and who could help with implementation. 

Outcomes - The teams and individual departments delivered 

great value to the university that was visible and recogruzed. 

Their results, generated in just two days, included: 

• 95 ideas prioritized for their ability to reduce GHG, 

wastes, and problems 

• Several ideas for saving money and contributing to the 

university's mission that could be implemented in less than 

one year 

• Ideas that contributed to deparonental goals and addressed 

systemic problems 

• New cross-deparonental/campus connections and improved 

working relationshjps 

• Increased staff and student awareness of processes 

(seeing what actually happens) 

• Project manager equipped to use lean approach with other 

workgroups 

To learn more about applying lean thinking, here are some 
resources we recommend: 
The Toyota Way by Jeffrey Liker (McGraw-Hill, 2003) 

Lean Thinking: Banish Waste and Create Wealth in Your Corporation 

by James Womack and Daniel Jones (Free Press, 2003) 

Lean for Dummies by Natalie Sayer and Bruce Williams 

(For Dummies, 2007) 

2. Focus on value - clarify who your customer is and what's 

important to them (value). 

3. Identify problems in de livering that value. 

4. Get management support. Identify the key sponsors/champi

ons of this improvement effort. They can help ensure you're 

working on the right thin gs. 

5. Get a diverse group involved - identify and reach out to your 

stakeholders. Ask if they see the problem in the same way. 

You'll likely find there's a lot you don't know. Ask the group 

for their help in fi nding improvements. 

6. Consider the va lue stream together - go and see what actu

ally happens in a process. Tty to create a simple map of the 

process you' re considering. 
7. D on 't jump to solutions - instead, examine the va lue stream 

together. Evaluate the contribution of every part of the pro

cess to identify problems and ideas to improve. 

8. Prioritize the ideas and select the best ones to implement 

quickly. 

9. Standardize - make the new approach standard. When you 

implement the new process, you' ll often find more problems. 

Don't give up. lmprove the new process, too! 

I 0. Share success, recognize and celebrate 

'110GE'l'DEll, 'l'DE 'l'EAHS CllEA'l'ED VISUAL HAPS OI? 
- wi th lean, the ideas and solutions to the 

problems should make things better for your 

customers and your team. Take the oppor

tunity to celebrate the success and things 

you've learned together! 

HO'l'D I'I' AND PAPEll I•UOCESSES 'l1DA'l1 SDOlfED 'l'DE 
llEALIS'l'IC J?LOlf OJ? HA'l'EllIAI,, INl101l)IA1'ION, 
I•EOI»f,E, \T Al,UE, AND 1f ASTE IN 1'DE SYS1'EHS. As a facil ity professional, you're ideally 

posit ioned to discover the same ways of 

col laborating and bringing clarity to your 

challenges. I t's often been said that lean is a journey. By read

ing this article you've started your own journey. We wish you 

wel l and hope you continue with great success. (j) 

Tmagine yourself in one of Glen 's or Matt's organizations. 
You would be involved in teams that need to make improve

ment~ with people who don't always get along or normaUy work 

together. As you appl ied lean th inking, people with competing 

priorities would find common threads, customers would be 

sa tisfied, va lue would increase, and the organization would be 
able to avoid unnecessary costs. 

So what steps would you go through to apply lean? 
I. Get help from someone with lean experience. This person 

wi ll help you understand value, and how lean principles and 

tools will apply. 
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Written by lean collaborators, Stephen MacIntyre, smacintyre@ 

haleyaldrich.com, Kelly Meade, kmeade@haleyaldrich.com, and 

Melissa McEwen mmcewen@haleyaldrich.com. Based in Boston, 

MA, Haley & Aldrich focuses on strategic environmental, engineering, 

and management challenges. This is their first article 

for Facilities Manager. 
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Your PowerPoint is a snooze. 
Your ideas are lame. 

But all is not lost. 

By Justin Ewers 



It==:~ meeting is called 
to outline a new strategy or 

sales plan. Down go the lights and 
up goes the PowerPoint. Strange phrases 

appear-"unlocking shareholder value," "technology.focused 
innovation," "maJKimizing utility." (What does that mean?) Lists 
of numbers come and go. Bullet point by bullet point, the com• 
pany's goals iloat across the screen. Eyes glaze over. 

Some ideas have longer shelf lives than others. Nike said 

"Just do it," and people did. James Carville insisted the 1992 
presidential election was about the economy, stupid, and politi• 
cians still talk about it. John F. Kennedy announced that the 
U.S. would put a man on the moon in under ten years-and it 
happened. Most managers can't get their employees to remem• 
ber the salient points of their last presentation. 

In Mab to Stie•: Wh~ Some Ideas Survive and Others Die, 
brothers Chip and Dan Heath aim to change that. Chip, a pro
fessor of organizational behavior at the Stanford Graduate 
School of Business, and Dan, a consultant at Duke Cor
porate Education, argue that great ideas are made, not 
born-and that businesses can drastically improve 
their messages. Drawing on the work of psycholo-

gists, education researchers, and political sci• 
entists, the Heaths identify six traits they 
think all great ideas-from urban legends 
to public policy to product design-have 
in common. Call it the tipping point for 
the How to Wm Friends and lnflu• 
ence People set. The Heaths' own 
big idea is already generating 
business school buzz. We spoke 
with the authors about the six 
things managers can do to tap into their 
inner JFK-and keep employees awake. 
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SIMPLICITY 

First things first, the Heaths insist: D rop the PowerPoint. 

"PowerPoint is like krypton.ire for stickiness," says Dan. It may 
seem like a simple way to get information out into a big room, 

but for too many people, PowerPoint has become a crutch: 

Clicking away at their keyboards, speakers don't have to do the 
essential work of tailoring their message to their audience. "Busi

ness managers seem to believe that, once they've clicked through 
a Power Point, they've successfully communicated their ideas," 
write the authors. "What they've done is share data." 

The Heaths call this the "Curse of Knowledge." The more 
executives understand a concept, the harder it can be to explain. 
Execs who use the phrase "maximizing shareholder value" may 

know what they mean when they say it, but employees have no 
idea how it applies to their everyday work. 

The Heaths' solution: Managers need to spend more time 
simplifying their messages. "This is the hardest step," says 

Chip, "taking your idea and distilling it down, whittling 
away everything that's no t essential." One reason Southwest 
Airlines has enjoyed over 30 years of profitability, the authors 

contend, is its founders' willingness to winnow the company's 
mission down to a meaningful mantra: Southwest is "THE 
low-fare ai rline." When tempted to expand the business over 

the years-marketing once suggested the airline should offer 
chicken salads on some fligh ts-Herb Kelleher, the cofound

er and onetime CEO, responded with a question: \Vould 
chicken salads help Southwest be "TIIE low-fare airline?" 

The answer, of course, was no. 

UNEXPECTEDNESS 

The old saw about tl1e importance of telling a joke before 

starting a speech has some truth to it. Surprise works. It puts 
listeners at ease aJ1d makes them more receptive to ideas. Even
tually, though, workers go back to their jobs and presentations 

are forgotten. 
So how can managers make their ideas-and not just their 

jokes-last? The best companies, the Heatl1s say, find ways to 
maintain surprise even after meetings are over. Take ordstrom, 
the upscale deparanent store-an organization, as Chip puts it, 
"that's going to charge you a lot of money but that's really going 
to blow your mind with customer service." To get employees to 

buy into the ordstrom model, the company doesn't just hold 
meetings telling floor workers to smile, or use abstract phrases 
like "world-class customer service." 

\Vhat ordstrom does, instead, is spread motivational stories 
about " ordies," floor employees who have gone above and be
yond the call of duty in serving customers. Tales like the 1ordie 

who ironed a shirt so a customer could use it in a meeting; the 
ordie who warmed up customers' cars while they shopped; 

or the I ordie who wrapped gifts customers had purchased at 
Macy's. PowerPoints end, says Dan: "An unexpected story bas a 
chance of living on." 
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CONCRETENESS 

There is a reason so many managers can be so hard to under

staJ1d. "We've just had it pounded into our heads that the way 
you seem smart is by using nwnbers and being abstract," says 

Dan. Before developing a new product, managers tend to err on 
the side of vagueness, keeping their options open and hoping for 

the best. This is not wise, the Heaths argue. \Vhen they speak in 
abstractions, workers may see-m like they understand each other, 

but, ultimately, the trutl1 comes out. If employees don't get 
the concept, the product won't launch on time. Managers who 

choose to embrace every idea end up wi th none. 

Coming up with big, hairy, audacious goals isn't easy, but done 
right, the Heaths say, it can lead to products-and ideas-that 

last. \Vhen executives at Boeing began working on the 727, their 
next-generation passenger plane, in the 1960s, tl1ey faced tl1e 

ultimate business challenge: how to get thousands of far-flung 

engineers moving in the same direction? "A typical business 
organization would have said, 'We're going to dominate the 

short-haul passenger market for jets,"' says Chip. 
Boeing execs, though, were far more specific: Their new 

plane, they said, not only would seat 131 passengers-a large 
number at the time-but it would be able to fly nonstop from 
Miami to 'ew York City and, most important, land on runway 

4-22 at LaGuardia, which, at less than a mile long, was too short 
for large planes. The concrete goal gave engineers the flexibility 

to be creative, while keeping everyone in the sprawling organi

zation on the same page. The Boeing 727 went on to become 
the bestselling airliner of its time. 

CREDIBILITY 

\i\lhen the surgeon general talks about smoking or a Supreme 

Court justice weighs in on the law, people listen. The experts 
never wor ry about their ideas being ignored. But what about 

the rest of us? Most people don't have a bully pulpit. And while 
many businesses seek out tl1e obvious solution-getting some

one famous to endorse a product-tl1ere are only so many shoes 
and shampoos Michael Jordan and Oprah can't live without. 

Still, there are otl1er, equally effective ways to demonstrate 
credibility, the Heaths say. Take Safexpress, a FedEx-style ship
ping company based in India. Safexpress promises its customers 
safe, on-time delivery of their packages, and since its founding 
in 1995, it has groW11 by leaps and bounds. But when Rubal Jain, 

a member of the company's founding family, sought out the 
business of a major Bollywood studio recently, the moviemakers 

balked at working ,vi th a company in piracy-riddled India. Jain 
needed credibility- and fast. 

Instead of using data to make his case, tl1ough-pointing out, 

for example, that more than 98 percent of Safexpress's deliveries 
arrive on time-Jain fow1d a better way. Ile told the Bollywood 
executive he was negotiating with th.c story of how Safexpress, 
in 2003, had safely distributed the latest Har,y Potter novel in 
T ndia-an incredibly complex process that involved deliver-



ing nearly 69,000 copies into bookstores all over the country at 

precisely 8:00 a.m. on the morning of the release. Jain also knew, 
based on an earlier conversation, that the exec's brother had just 

completed his high school board exams-which, Jain told him, 
S:ifexpress had delivered on time as well. "Now, that's stid.,,!" 

says Dan. The combination of the two stories was far more 

compelling than any number Jain could have used. It certainly 
convinced the studio. The deal was signed in two months. 

EMOTION 

Making an idea compelling is one thing. Getting someone 

to act on it is another. Once again, though, the Heaths say, too 
many managers blindly push their charts or graphs when making 

employees feel something is much more likely to inspire action. 
They point to a study published in the American ]0111w1l of Public 

Henlth in 2002 that demonstrated just how much an emotional 
appeal can trump one based on hard facts. 

In the study, researchers looked at how more than 10,000 teen

agers responded to two different antismoking TV commercials
the emotion-based "Truth" campaign, which featured teens pi ling 

up ho<ly bags outside the offices of a Big Tobacco company, and 
an analytical, fact-based series of ads sponsored by Philip Morris 
called "Think. Don't Smoke." The researchers weren't surprised 

to find that the emotional ads were more 
memorable: 22 percent of teens recalled 

rates, Chip asks them to make impromptu, 60-second speeches 

for or against tougher crime laws. Under pressure, the students 
fall into the same trap most speakers do: The typical student uses 

2.5 statistics in a onc-miJrnte talk. Only 1 in 10 tells a story. 
Chip then distracts the class for IO minutes by shmving a cl ip 

of a !Vlonty Python movie. \Vhen it's over, he asks the students 

what they remember about the presentations. "There's this kind 
of nervous laughter that goes around the room," says Chip. 

O nly I out of every 20 people in the class is able to recall any 
individual number from any of the presentations they heard. 

V/hen the speaker to ld a story, on the other hand, about a per

sonal experience with property crime, two out of three students 
remembered. "You can take the moral out of a story, but you 
can't reconstruct the story out of the moral ," says Dan. 

Stories may not fi t neatly into a spreadsheet or a Power Point, 

but the more managers re ly on narratives-instead of charts 
and graphs-to share d1eir ideas, the less sleep the rest of us 
will be getting in d1eir meetings. (j) 

This article, written by Justin Ewers, first appeared in U.S. News 

and World Report and was adapted for Facilities Manager. 

Chip and Dan Heath are keynote speakers at the APPA 2009 

conference in Vancouver, BC. 

seeing the "Truth" commercials while 
only 3 percent remembered the "Th.ink" 

spots. But they were shocked by how 
much more the emotional ads moti-

Cost-Effective 

vated teens to rake action. After seeing 
the "Truth" ads, 66 percent of viewers 

said they were less likely to smoke. The 
"Th.ink" teens, meanwhile, said they 

were 36 percent more likely to smoke. 

There is a reason that politicians 
use emotional, negative campaign ads 
and that charities seek donations with 

touching stories of a suffering child, 
says Dan: "Emotion sparks action." 

STORIES 

If there is one piece of advice d1e 

H eaths have for managers struggling 
to breathe life into d1eir ideas, it is this: 
Tell a story. For the past five years, Chip 
has been running a simulation in a class 
he teaches at Stanford called "Making 

Ideas Stick" that demonstrates how 
much the average business presentation 
fails to live up to a well-told tale. After 

giving a class of M.B.A. students de
tai led numbers on U.S. property crime 
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make their lives easier. 
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Contact Bill Bell to see how VDA can help 
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Be/camp, MD 21017-1535 
Phone: 877-931-5012 
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Office,: Atlanta, GA • BaWmore, MD 

Bo<ton. MA • Chicago. IL 

Minneapolis. MN • New York, NY 
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A PPA 2009: Focusing on the Critical Few has been designed to offer 
perspectives on leadership and management from many experts in 
various walks of life. During the program 

one such individual speaking to us in Vancouver is Captain 
Mike Abrashoff, former Commander of the USS Ben/old 
and author of It's Your Ship: The No-Nonsense Guide to 
Leadership. Captain Abrashoff is a native Pennsylvanian 
and a aval Academy alumnus of the Class of 1982. 

His most recent book, It's Your Ship, explores changing 
the culture or beliefs systems within an organization, from 

obedience to performance, and shows how managers will 
be rewarded as will the organization with marked improve
ment of productivity. In a difficult economjc time, coupled 
with our need to reinforce the message that our staffs are 
our greatest resources, It's Your Ship shows how leaders who are good listeners 
incorporate the ideas from their employees to make procedural improvements that 
are team created and accepted. 

ship 

hoff 
- Who has inspired you? Why? 

Recently we had the pleasure of sitting 
down with Capcajn Abrashoff to ta lk about 
what drives him, who has influenced him, 
and where he sees future challenges for 
today's leaders. 

What influence has most affected your 

leadership style? 

Everyone learns differently - some 
learn via text, some learn experientially, 
and others still have another way of gaining 
knowledge. My learning style is experien
tial. When you have an outstanding role 
model you can work to generate the type 
of results that you desire. It is important to 
remember that role models may come into 
your Life later as did mine. I learned that 
blendjng leadership with technical expertise 
is the best balance. Always remember to 
treat people with respect and this will en
sure the understanding that each person has 
just as much stake in the matter at hand. 

) My number one role model was [former Secretary of Defense] William 
- Perry. I saw him as a great leader who was able to balance strong leadership 
rrajts and strong technical competency. I learned from him to lead with humility. 
He would treat everyone he came in contact with , from the custodian to the top 
level of the aval Academy, with the same level of respect. Instilling that everyone 
has value. I learned from him that one should lead with excellence without arro
gance. It is these styles of leadership that I aspired to when I was on the ship and 
now in my everyday life and business. 



1 What challenges do you see future leaders being faced 

with in the next five years? 

~ The biggest challenge I see for future leaders is to 

ensure that they stay safe. When I was on the ship I heard that 
the crew didn't feel safe. As our 1n.ission was to protect others, 
we had to instill in the crew that they in fact were safe too -

again making sure that they had a stake in the task at hand. 
In today's global economy, wi th transition always occurring, 

change is happening with much more 
frequency and with greater violence. 
Leaders need to foster the climate of 

The message is clear - empowerment of staff is critical for 
the successful advancement of any organization. However, 

the critical lesson to be learned is to lead with a balanced ap
proach of humility and respect - it will take you a long way in 
your leadership career. (j) 

Suzanne Healy is APPA's director of professional development; 

she can be reached at suzanne@appa.org. 

safety within their organizations. Work 
to develop an attitude of embracing the 

challenges that are coming and work DRITHERM 
to solve them so they are in your favor. 

Ready yourself to anticipate the change 
required and develop the essence of 

managing and leading in anticipation 

of what the future holds. Don't just let 
it happen to you. 

4 
What advice do you have for 

brand new leaders and manag

ers that can get them started 

off on the right foot? 

Before you can lead you must ensure 

that your level of technical eAi>ertise is to 
the level of competency of those that you 

will be managing or leading. You have to 

be able to prove that your level of techni
cal knowledge is high in order to earn the 
respect of your people. With their earned 

respect and an understanding that you are 

technically competent, then you can lead 
toward a great outcome in any situation. 

The challenge will always be how to 

earn the respect of many different indi
viduals at all levels as you grow. Learn to 

develop the concept that everyone needs 
to respect the team effort, as it will be 
this that leads to victory. Remember that 

balance between technical abilities and 
strong leadership qualities and behaviors 

- it's all about balance. 

r What's the best advice you have 

"' ever been given? 

J • The best advice I was given 
was to remember to do your job, do 
your boss' job, make your boss look 

good as you support their work, and 
everyone wi ll be successful. 

UNDERGROUND PIPE INSULATION 
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There are some things we know all too well: 
things are not the same as they once were; 
change is here to stay; and facilities professionals 
are in a position to make a difference in the future 
of our institutions. With this in mind, some of us are 
now scrutinizing the request and opportunities for 
professional development. 

Continual technical improvements have always been 

a mark of a strong workforce. The ability to compete 
strategically for resources justifies projects and training, as well 

as indicate an able workforce. Both require a set of learned and 
developed skills. As the landscape for our training needs has 
changed, APPA has remained committed to providing a new 

perspective, and defining a roadmap for success by providing the 
principles an<! skills requi red to be an effective leader. 

At each level of a facility professional's career, APPA has a 
proven track record of supporting the necessary development 

opporrunjties. The beginrung of the Professional Develop
ment Conti1rnum guides us into the Supervisor Toolkit and 
the Institute for Facilities Management. Over time, APPA has 

taken several strong steps in its leadershjp-centered offerings. 
Leadersrup Academy, the Thought Leaders Series, and the SFO 
are examples of offerings that provide the facilities professional 
leadersrup skills and opportunities to network with others, al

lowing for preparation to face the challenges ahead. 
As we head into the next few years - where garnering resourc

es may in fact continue to be a challenge -APPA will continue 
to partner with its regions, and state and local chapters, as well 
as it~ Strategic alljance partners and o thers in the industry, to 
provide offerings that have been developed to: 
• Promote critical thinking and problem solving; 

• Provide facilities professionals wi th proven techniques 
to engage staffers; 

• Explore strategies and tools to help better educate 

us on global issues and sustainabil ity; 
• And much more .. ... 
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APPA will continue to seek out the best thinkers and prac
tices from all business areas and industries, refine the best ideas, 

and incorporate them into thei r program offerings. APPA is 
also committed to employing technologies (such as webcasts/ 

webinars, etc.) that could prove to be attractive to younger pro
fessionals, be cost-effective for all an d support APPA's position 

as the association of choice for faci lities professionals. 
On July 8, 2009, the APPA2009 annual meeting will open. 

We wi ll be a11ticipati11g the rewards of a strong program that has 

been developed by a dedicated group of our colleagues. Slated are 
experts in the areas o f leadershjp and commw1ication, account

ability and disciplines, sustainabili ty, ru1d the concept of total cost 

o f ownership. We will have the opportunity to hear from world
renowned speakers such as Stephen Covey, Michael Abrashoff, 

and Crup and Dan Heath, who will each share with us the essence 
o fleadersrup, how to continually be self renewed and how to draw 

strength from your staff - especially important at trus critical time. 

Over the days of the event, opporruruties for networking 
will be plentiful as we gather with our colleagues from around 
the world to represent various types of institutions as well as 

functions within our campus commuruties. The benefits of your 
attendance to APPA 2009 are endless. 

Our time is at hand to make a difference in the success of our 
instirutions. We look forward to supporting you and your staff at 
every level. (j) 

David Gray is assistant vice president, facilities services at Middle 

Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro, TN, and APPA's Vice Presi

dent for Professional Development. E-mail him at dgray@mtsu.edu. 
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Technical rigor was applied to a broad range of opportuni

ties, assessing the viability and maturity of such possibilities as 

biofuel, geothermal, and sequestration. Selection and priori
tization were informed by a transparent triple bottom line 

decision system, balancing qualitative and quantitative consid
erations, and including li fe-cycle cost analysis, growth pattern 

projections, and future energy cost scenarios. The year-long 

project is culminating in recommendations for approval and 
implementation of hard (capital improvements) and soft (he

havior and policy) options, on short (one- to six-year), interme
diate (six- to ten-year), and long (over ten-year) timetables. 

Upon completion in September 2009, the CAP will define a 

plan to achieve carbon neutrality as soon as possible, represent
ing an elimination of roughly 320,000 metric tons of greenhouse 

gas emissions. The plan will be flexible to allow update and 
revision as new developments in technology, impact, risk, and 

cost emerge. 
Cornell envisions the CAP as a model for other campuses and 

institutions seeking direct, measurable improvements in efficient 

energy use and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and as 
a means to advance education for sustainability in all sectors of 
our society. To share the experiences of the past year with others 

considering the CAP process, Steve Beyers, services team leader 
of Cornell's Environmental Compliance and Sustainability Of

fice, joined AEI's Sustainability Practice Leader, Mike Walters, 

for the following conversation. 

MIKE WALTERS: ot including the carbon inven
tory that had to be completed before proceeding, 

at this point we're eight months into Cornell 's 
Climate Action Plan . With what we know now, 
what decisions at the outset have been most ef

fective or inspired? Given a do-over, is there anything you wish 
we hadn'r done? 

STEVE BEYERS: Actually, I can think of th ree 
good decisions that were made right from the 

start. T he first was to divide the effort into the 
five categories - we used the term "wedges" 
- which really allowed groups to focus on the 

range of oppornmi ties within each wedge without getting 

overwhelmed by the task at hand. A second sound decision was 
to seek a plan that was central to Cornell - representing who we 
are as an institution, where our strengths are, and what resourc
es, both intellectual and physical, ::i re strong in our community. 

But the best decision of all was to take the carbon neutrality goal 
seriously- we aim ed for zero. Only by setting such an ambitious 
goal could we be sure that every option was in play - that we 
didn't make the mistake of dismissing ideas too readily, and just 

falling back into the same old assumptions that brought us to 
this critical point in the first place. 

Bad decisions? I can't think of any really bad decisions. We 
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tried a lot o f things that didn't work out, but we learned things 

along the way. We've stumbled a bit, but stumbled forward -
and we've been way too busy to look back. 

WALTERS: Signing the ACUPCC guarantees a college or uni
versity's commitment to undertaking a CAP. What would you 

suggest to a facilities management group that wants to under
take a CAP if the school's presi<lent hasn't signed? Wh::it are 

the best avenues to pursue to gain approval for a CAP initiative? 

BEYERS: Let me first just say that leadership from Cornell 's 
President David Skorton was a tremendous boost to our efforts. 
I really can 't understate the importance of his strong, consistent, 

top-down support. 
On the other hand, I can understand why a president would 

not want to sign the pledge. Not every institution is prepared to 
take on such a serious challenge. In addition, w1iversities tend 

to be decentralized, and top-down mandates are not always 

popular. For that reason, many institutions will likely develop 
their best efforts from the bottom up. But even bottom-up 

initiatives are likely to require key support from institutional 

leaders in order to be successful. 
One key to success is to show the economic advantages of a 

CAP. For a university, this is a bit easier than for the average 

corporation. After all , our income stream is a bi t more discre

tionary - n1ition, research gran ts, and alumni donations are all 

choices made by someone to support an institution. I think a 

good CAP can improve income in all of these categories, whi le 
at the same time reducing future liabili ties like energy and 

regulatory costs. If one can demonstrate that kind of win-win 

result, po litics really don't matter. 

WALTERS: A CAP requires the participation of a broad campus

wide representation. The president's office can actively participate in 

only so much. Who are the key leaders in driving a CAP forward? 

BEYERS: We've had so many leaders, such broad support, that 
I can't possibly name them all. They are all key, from President 
Skorton to former Executive Vice President Steve Golding to 

Vice President Kyu Whang. O ur leaders in our division of Utili

ties and Energy M anagement, especiaJJy Jim Adams, the di rec
tor, and Lanny Joyce, our energy genius, provide just fantastic 
support for the effort. Dean Koyanagi and Dan Roth from our 

sustainability staff. All of our administrative support staff has 
been exceptional. T here are dozens in between - this is really a 
broad effort here at Cornell. 

But if you asked me to name one person, I 'd be foolish not 
to laude the primary role of Bert Bland, our director of envi
ronmental compliance and sustainability. ot only is he the 
principal driver and the real inspiration behind this effort - he 
is also my boss! 



WALTERS: With an eye toward town-and-gown relations, did 

you find that representatives from the surrounding communi ty 

were sources of valuable input or primarily of opposition? 

BEYERS: We have a wonderful, interactive, smart, creative, 

forward-thinking community here in Ithaca, 1 ew York. This 
meru1s that the answer to both questions is "yes." Yes, they are 

a source of valuable input and great ideas, and we will get great 
community support for our efforts. And yes, members from 

that same community will undoubtedly form the most ardent 
opposition to any initiatives that impact their lives or our shared 
environment! 

Our aim is to ensure that the positive aspects of our actions 
outweigh any negative impacts, but no true action has zero im
pact, and independent-minded citizens often disagree on many 

issues. In the end, we all know that Cornell is important to the 
community and the community is important to Cornell, so we 

wi ll work it out. 

WALTERS: Cornell University would appear to enjoy rather ide
al circumstances for student involvement in CAP-related activi

ties. What can an institution do to encourage this, particularly in 
more urban settin gs or schools with substantial enrollments of 

commuting students? 

BEYERS: Our students are simply the best, but I can't think of a 
school that doesn't have broad student support for efforts to im
prove our future environment. My daughter attends American 

University in Washington D.C., and AU studen ts are very much 
involved in environmental issues. 

Each institution needs to look at its own fooq)[int and focus 
on the efforts that support their core mission. Here at Cornell, 

our land-grant mission and strong research capabilities led us to 
initiatives involving agriculture resources and innovative renew

able energy research. At AU, their strong public policy program 
and excellent urban transportation systems are key. The needs 
are broad, and every institution can play to its strengths in this 

endeavor. 

WALTERS: Early adopters always bear the brunt of the expense 
in blazing new trails. In retrospect, what efficiencies do you 

see possible for institutions undertaking CAPs subsequent to 
Cornell's efforts? 

BEYERS: T he efforts of Cornell and other leaders can't help but 
provide inspirational ideas, processes, and options that others 

may readily adopt. For example, one of our initiatives, which 
we refer to as Smart Growth, can be tailored to any institution's 

needs in helping to direct future growth on a path that supports 
future sustainability initiatives and minimizes future energy 

and climate liabilities. While each institution needs to follow 

their own strengths, having a ready-made menu of options and 
process tools is a good starting point. 

WALTERS: Gaining approval for a CAP will require making a 

business case beyond ROI projections. Identifying possible ad
ditional sources of fw1ding is a start. Any recommendations? 

E E S. The leaders of institutions are well schooled in 
traditional economic principles, where short-term paybacks 

are always preferred. This has tended to minimize the value 

of long-term sustainable investments. In order for society to 
respond to climate change, institutions need to challenge as
sumptions about their own economics and the impacts of their 

actions in the near and long term. The latest economic cycle 

has also forced institutions everywhere to reexamine such as
sumptions. CAP actions, which tend to work as hedges again st 
the uncertain future volatility of energy costs and climate leg
islation, fare better and better when other investment choices 

are less certain. 
Cornell's leaders also understand the unique economies of 

academic institutions, where tuition, research or teaching gran ts, 
and alumni support combine to keep our institution fiscally 
strong. Our principal income streams are all discretionary choic

es made by indjviduals and organjzations that are looking for 

inspiration, leadership, and results. In that context, ROI becomes 
much less important than helping to solve global problems. 

WALTERS: A CAP stretches decades into the future so the plan 

itself has to be a dynamic document that can adapt to changing 
circumstances, priorities, and whatever other unseen develop
ments await us. \i\Te're working together to develop an on line 

tool to track progress, post updates, and project outcomes. 

H ow do you foresee the various constituencies who have been 
involved to date using this tool? 

E ERS \,Ve've been working on that. Our goals are many -

we hope to inform and educate, remain transparent about our 
progress, and create clear metrics to guide the way. We want 
the information to be widely available, so that it provides valu
able information to our commun ity, our student body, and our 
trustees. Ask me in a couple decades and I'll tell you how it all 

worked out! (j) 

Mike Walters is sustainability practice leader for Affiliated Engineers, 

Inc. based in Madison, WI; he can be reached at mwa/ters@aeieng.com. 

Steve Beyers is the services team leader of Cornell University's 

Environmental Compliance and Sustainability Office, Ithaca, NY; 

he can be reached at smb75@cornell.edu. This is their first article for 

Facilities Manager. 
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HOWTO 
SURVIVE 

THE 

T
he visitor stepped off the airplane and gasped for air. A wave of hot dry air hit him in 

the face and took his breath away. It was hard to believe that it could be so hot. After 
leaving the airport the taxi took the visitor to his final destination, on the outskirts of 

the city. On the drive from the airport, the visitor noticed that the 
terrain was qui te barren except for places that artificial irrigation was in 
use; those areas were lush and green. 

The landscape was much different from his home area. Hills loomed up 
nearby that were pretty much barren of vegetation, whereas in his home 
area the trees and grass tended to be green at this time of year. \i\Then he 

reached his final desti11ation, he stepped out of the taxi and gasped for air 
again. It was hotter here than it had been at the airport. H e was on the out

skirts of a desert and was to spend a week here. Only after he settled into his 
hotel room did he notice the temperature gauge on the local weather channel, 
109 degrees Fahrenheit, with a forecast of more days of the same. 

Once he had settled into his room he decided to 
take a walk around the hotel resort. Different 
types of plan ts greeted him, and as he wandered 
through the grounds he was greeted by odd shaped 
plants that had names engraved on a stone plaque at 
their base. T he names were somewhat foreign to him: 

hedgehog, prickly pear, fish hook barrel, Miller's pincushion, 
night blooming cereus, and the most imposing of all the plants, 
the saguaro. The saguaro dwarfed the other cacti. Others 
had arms on them, and all seemed to have blooms on the top 

from whence birds were pecking the juice and seeds. 
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Being a person with an inquisitive nature, the visitor won

dered, "How on earth do plants that are so large, live in a cli
mate that seems so inhospitable?" He wandered further through 

the grounds and looked at the local hillside. T he saguaro looked 
a little Like humans, in different shapes and sizes, but how on 

earth did they survive? During the next few clays he talked to 
people that were indigenous to the area and purchased a book 

titled The Great Sagum·o Book by Susan Hazen- Hammond. 
H e discovered that it's possible to learn lessons for life from 

a cactus, if one can only get beyond the thorns, and that these 

lessons will assist one to survive during tough or prickly times! 
T hese plant~ survive under great stress of duress, day in and day 
out, yet in their splendor they can grow to over 50 feet hjgh, 

weigh eight tons, and live to be well over LOO years old. 

CACTUS AND FACILITIES 

L ike the cacti in the desert there is no doubt that the facili
ties industry is going through some trying times and that we 

are all under a lot of stress. H ardly a day goes by without one 
hearing of a downsizing, r ightsizing, hi ring and travel freezes, 

or closing of operations. In addition, some in-house services 
continue to be outsourced at both the hourly and 
salaried employees' levels. 

Frontline employees are expected to do more to

day than yesterday, and managers are expected to cut 

costs and increase productivity witl10ut any lapse in 

quality of service. Tn these times of stress and change 
there is much that we can learn from the saguaro that 

we can apply to our individual situations today, that 

will help us survive the prickles ofli fe and help us to 
make it du-ough tough economic times. 

The saguaro survives because it is well prepared to survive 

dry and severe times o f drough t. It is a survivor. The roots 
o f the saguaro radiate outwards from the plant as it grows, 

and if a saguaro grows to 50 feet, the root system will radia te 
outwards from the base of the saguaro an equivalent distance. 

This incredible root system acts as a net, and when it rains the 
system can capture upwards of 200 gallons of water during one 
rainfal l. The saguaro saves for the future, much Like a camel. 

D uri ng good times, tl1e saguaro saves so that during times of 
d rought it can survive. The Sll[t;llflro teaches 11s that one sho11/d plan 

for bad times, d1wing good times. · 

During good times, the saguaro 
saves so that during times of 
drought it can survive. The saguaro 
teaches us that one should plan 
for bad times, during good times. 

In terestingly, as the visitor walked around and inspected 

some saguaro he noted that one needed to be careful when 

trying to touch the skin of the saguaro, as on each ridge in the 

skin tl1ere were some very sharp need les. As he looked closer 
he noticed little birds drilling in between the ridges without a 

care in the world, making their nests in the cool interior of the 
saguaro. T he birds, he learned, would make the nests and later 

leave, then upon their departure o tl1er desert animals would 

take over the space. Even though the saguaro had prickles to 
protect itself, it did not become so prickly that birds could not 
live in its stems or on its top. 

The birds played a vital role in distributing the seeds that 

they pecked off the Aowers of the plant and distributing them 
to the wind. A critical function, \vithout the dispersion of seed, 
the saguaro would not survive. So no matter whether times are 

good and there is plenty of water, or times are bad and there is 
no water, the saguaro has to rely on others for its survival such 
as the G ila woodpecker, white winged dove, gilded Ricker, and 

javelina to spread their seeds. The lesson is that the sag11aro cmmot 
survive without the help of others. 

T he side o f the saguaro is made up of ridges. T hese ridges are 
much like an accordjon, except that on each protruding ridge 
there are sharp needles. Thjs accordion-like skin provides a 
u11ique service to the saguaro. T he saguaro must learn to expand 

and contract, to be flexible, no matter what the climatic condi
tions might bring. During times of rain, the saguaro drinks up 
the water tl1rough its root system and expands. T he accordion
like ridges expand so tl1at the saguaro can hold more water. 
W hen there is less water in tl1e saguaro the ridges contract. If 
the saguaro could not Aex witl1 the times, when it drank a lot of 



water it would burst! The saguaro teaches, tlu·ough its accordi

on-Lke skin that we 11111st be flexible nnd adjust to the ever-chnngi11g 
conditions that life will bring us. If we do not, we could "burst" 

from the stress of the times. 
As the saguaro develops, it grows from a single-stemme<l 

plant into one that may have one or more arms. As these 
develop, flowers appear on the tips of the arms. T herefore 
the chance of propagation of the species is enhanced by the 

saguaro having many arms with many flowers. This is no mean 
feat, as seemingly only one seed out of a hundreds germinates. 

The saguaro cannot become complacent and rest on the fact 
that it is the largest cactus in Iorth America; it cannot afford 

to become complacent. If it becomes complacent- does not 
grow enough arms to disseminate seeds through its flowers

the saguaros will not survive. 
This lesson is an important one as the saguaro is teaching us 

to avoid complncency n11d to continue to grow. The survival of the 

saguaro, and of you and I, depends on continued growth so that 
we avoid becoming complacent. In an article titled "Don't get 

too comfy," Robert McGarvey encourages readers to "Stretch 

beyond your comfort zone - before turbulent times force you 
to." (Americn U0y, May 15, 2002, p. 58). T he saguaro has to 

constantly stretch itself to grow new flowers an<l arms to survive. 

Do all saguaros survive? Certainly not! They are subject to 
the effects of drought, cold, pestilences, and diseases much 

as the human organism is. A saguaro often has upwards of 50 

holes made by the G ila woodpeckers, and oftentimes seems 
to have as many holes as a Swiss cheese. What happens to the 

hundreds of gallons in the saguaro, does it leak out? Does the 

saguaro give up just because of these difficulties? Certainly 
not! If the skin splits from drought or the pecking of a hird, 

the saguaro's natural defense mechanism seals off the edges of 
the damaged area so that valuable sap and juices do not leak 

out. With so many holes in it, it would seem that the saguaro 
would just give up, but it doesn 't. 

Like the title of Willey Jolley's book, A Setback is n Setup for n 
Comeback, tl,e saguaro takes these setbacks in its stride and seeks 
to turn the setback of the woodpeckers and other predators into 
setup for a comeback, for it is the same predators that spread the 

seeds of the cactus so that saguaros will continue to thrive for all 
to see. The saguaro teaches us that whatever 111ny come om· way, no 
111attirr ,how bnd things may become, the chnllenges of the past prepare 
us for the possibilities of the fi1t11re.1 

T he final lesson from the saguaro attests to its incredible 
tenacity in struggling to survive during the good times as well 
as the bad. Susan Hazen-Hammond wrote," ... the average life 

BARTLETT. 
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expectancy of a seedliJ1g is under six weeks, and fewer than one 

seedling in a hundred reaches its first birthday. At this point, 
one million seeds have produced only 51 established plants." 
She indicates that the chances of survival for the saguaro are 

slender. But does the saguaro give up? Does it just run into 
hiding (which is hard for somethjng over 50 feet to do)? o, it 

grows more arms, more flowers, more fruit, and this increases 
the probability of survival. 

To survive, the saguaro must work at surviving, spread out its 
roots, grow arms, and spread its seeds. Likewise in life, growth 
both individually and professionally does not occur without 

work.J.W Marriott, in his book The Spirit to Serve, uses a for
mula to illustrate the need for hard work to survive: 

" o grunt work = no growth. o growth= no furure." 
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In order to survive, to grow, and to have a future, the saguaro 
must work at it. Likewise, in order for individunl nnd personnl 
growth to occur we 11t11st woi-lr at it. 

APPLYING THE LESSONS OF THE SAGUARO 

The saguaro was decla red a national treasure with the open
ing in Arizona of the Saguaro National Park in 193 3. Due to 

that effort and the incredible survivability of the saguaro, we 
will be able to enjoy the beauty and the lessons of the saguaro 
for many years to come. How do the lessons of the saguaro 

apply to our individual and professional lives on a daily basis? 
• Plan during good times for bad times. From saving 

resources for the future to educating and reeducating our

selves on a daily basis we can prepare for the furure. Work 
hard now and plan for the furure and one of the best invest

ments is to educate and reeducate oneself to prepare for 
ever-changing employment and market conditions. 

• Develop networks of friends and professionals in the 
field . Take time to develop personal and professional 
fr iendships that will stand the test of time. T here is prob

ably nothing better than personal friendsrups and profes
sional networking to help one survive these trying times. 
Much can be learned from others. P ersonal fri endships 



can help you bear the burdens of life whereas professional 

friendships can help you find the possibilities in the future. 
• Be flexible. Our jobs are changing, computers are here to 

stay, robots are becoming commonplace, and technologi-
cal developments are increasing at a faster and faster pace. 
It seems that as soon as we learn a program or process, they 

change! Likewise in life and in business, tl,e only certainty is 
change. By being flexible, like the ridges of tl,e saguaro, we 

will be able to survive the changes and conditions. 
• Whatever cha.Henges we may face are just preparing us 

for the possibilities of the future. The key is to learn from 

tl1e challenges that we go through and to apply tl,e lessons in 
future situations. The burdens of today can become tl,e bless

ings of tomorrow. 
• For individual or personal growth to occur, we must 

work at it. The challenges that we face may require that 

we apply and extend ourselves. For instance, some persons 
may wish to get ahead o r get a promotion, and may moan 
if tl,ey miss being selected due to the fact tl1at they do not 

have a professional certification or a degree. Do not let this 
setback hold you back forever. Plan now and work now to 

receive that professional certification or a degree. I t may be 
a lot of work now, but it wi ll be the only way that you may 

be able to get ahead in the future. Moaning about it will do 

nothing - working towards the goal and accomplishing the 
goal will help one prepare for and survive into the future. 

As the visitor's stay in tl,e desert began to wind down, he 

noticed that the weather did not seem as hot as when hear

rived, but it was. H e was walking around more with less effort 
than when he had arrived, and the scenery seemed incredibly 

beautiful. His body was beginning to adapt to the climate and 
his eyes were beginning to appreciate the beauty of the desert 
landscape. Colorful cacti abounded and the various birds sang 

their songs from dawn to dusk. 
I t was witl1 sadness in his heart tl1at he had to leave the beauty 

of the desert behind, but the lessons of the saguaro will last this 

Irishman a lifetime and will enable him and hopefully others to 
survive tl,e prickles of life and the inevitable tough times that 

will cross our paths. (j) 

Alan Bigger is director of facilities at Earlham College, Richmond, 

IN, and a Past APPA President. He can be reached at biggeral@earl 

ham.edu. Linda Bigger is a freelance editor based in Richmond, IN; 

she can be reached at fruga/person@comcast.net. This is a rework

ing of a previously published version of this article. 
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A Sampling from the 
APPAinfo Discussion List 

Compiled by Steve Glazner 

F
or nearly 15 years, APPA has provided a valuable and much-used 

networking service to its members and others in the business of 

educational facilities. The APPAinfo discussion list is a simple and 

effective information and communication tool that connects 1,050 facilities 

professionals from colleges, universities, public schools, private preparatory 

schools, museums, municipal and state offices, federal agencies, and business 

partners and consultants. 

Following are just a few of the many topics that are discussed by the ac

tive, knowledgeable, and generous subscribers to the APPAinfo list. The 

queries and responses below have been edited from their original post

ings for space and consistency purposes. 





n ART FACILITIES OPERATIONAL HOURS 

INITIAL QUERY: 

We have just finished a new visual arts facility. 
Now that the building is done, one problematic 

area involves the security aspects. Essentially, the 
dean and faculty want the buiJding to be open 7/24/365 because 
"you never know when the artistic urge will rut, and you might 

have a masterpiece in the works." However, they do not provide 
morritors for every lab space for the hours they want the building 
to be open. 

Additionally, we onJy put hard-wired exterior card readers on 
three main entrances (as specified by the dean ... at the time of 

design, that is); now they want every exterior door on card access 
for "convenience." Of course, security, safety, and convenience 
are on an opposite sliding scale. So, we are trying to convince 

them, along with Public Safety, that this is not the way to go. 
What I am wondering is how any of the rest of you with dedi

cated VPA buildings operate the building. Is there a colJege or 

w1iversity policy, procedure, or process that you could share that 
would outline how and when buiJding can be open and if monitors 

need to be present, etc.? A11ythi11gyou can share would be good. I 
am very concerned about risk management for the wuversity. 

- R. Jeff Grimm, P.E., Kutztown University of Pennsylvania 

Response # 1: 
Glad you bring this up because it makes me realize that we 

rnay not have thought this through, \vith regard to monitoring 
of the labs. To answer your question direccly, no, we have no 
policy. That said, I believe the chair of the Art Department will 

have a good answer. 
I'm working on renovation of the building here in which 

Theatre has been operatin g for many years. We are plan-scram
bling and adding on; the end product wilJ bring Theatre and 
Dance and Art togeilier. Just entered Final Design phase. 

We have learned over time mat any impulse to save by limit

ing me card readers is bound to fail. We now take me opposite 
tack- we make sure me facuJty understand what a card reader 
can do for ilieir peace of mind, convenience, and control, while 

also pointing out that every nickel spent on these expensive fea

tures is a nickel mat can 't be spent on oilier stuff iliey want. We 
have card readers at any lab wiili equipment mat might walk, 
at all labs or studios in which students need to work into me 

late evening, and at a few oilier spaces where particular circum
stances suggested we add them. 

- Hal Dean, AJA, LEED, West Chester University 

Knowledge through education is cultivated within its environment. The right 

facility can provide the tools for growth in technology, communication, research, 

and creativity. Growth that inspires vision and achievement. 

You cultivate achievement. We can help. 

Architects Engineers Surveyors Larson Design Group• 
HEADQUARTERED AT 1000 Commerce Park Dnve, Surte 201 ■ Williamsport, PA 17701 PHONE 570.323.6603 
OFFICES IN Bloomsburg, PA ■ Selinsgrove, PA ■ Ephrata, PA ■ Bethel, PA ■ Corning, NY TOLL FREE 877 .323.6603 
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Response #2: 
We have insta lled access (not security) to every building 

with general purpose classrooms (and have several like your 
VPA) simi larly equipped. The one and only door is the one 

and only door accessible. Convenience is in the eyes of the 

beholder (or in our case, who pays). If the dean isn 't willing 
to pay for additional card access doors then it's convenient 

for him to use the doors that have been specified. Alterna

tively, the dean can pay for custodial, O&M, o r the campus 

cops to be available to unlock doors whenever the creative 
muse strikes. 

-Ted Weidner, Ph.D., P.E., AlA, 

University of ebraska - Lincoln 

Response #3: 

We went through a similar experience in 
2004 when we opened our LEED-certi fied 

building in downtown Fargo ahout a mile 
and half from the main campus. T his is the 

new home for our visual arts and tw·o- and 
three-year architectural programs. \iVith 

these two academic groups, it was very 

challenging just to pick paint colors. How
ever, it has been an operational success. 

research- related. You can view the policy and exemption 

form that we're currently using at : www.pp.utk.edu/policiesl 

Energy% 2 0Conservatio11%20 Policy.pd/ 

-Alexandra (Ali) Vinanen, University ofTennessee, K11oxville 

Response #2: 

In the CSU System we do not heat above 68 degrees F or cool 
below 78 degrees F. Domestic hot water will not be set above 115 
degree F. See our policy at: http:llcalstate.edu/EOIEO-917.pdf 

-Tony Simpson, California State U11iversity- San Beniardino 

FITI The facility is 24/7 /365 with card ac

cess on the two mai11 doors. There is card 
access in va rious rooms identified as criti

cal by the deparm1ents. We have about 
G - S H I E L D™ C O A T I N G S 

32 surveillance cameras both inside and 
outside. We have a third-shift securi ty 

firm present to help provide a comfort 
level for the student.~. 

-Brnce Frantz, orth Dakota State 

University 

r-'\ CAMPUS TEMPERATURE 

~ I STANDARDS 
INITIAL QUERY: 

We are considering 

establishin g campus-wide temperanire 
standards, one for summer and another for 
the heating season. Want to know about 
others' successful implementation, experi
ences, pitfalls, policies, exceptions, etc. 

- Tony Yamada , &st Carolina University 

Response # 1: 
We have just gotten through do

ing this ourselves, and it's been mostly 
successful. T he biggest issue we've 
dealt with is people with special circum
stances, either medical or equipment/ 
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Response #3: 
We informally use ASHRAE Standard 55 . Th.is standard 

avoids the pitfalls associated with a locally developed standard. 
We still work to make reasonable adjusanents withjn work spac
es to meet indjvidual preferences, but the standard eliminates 

the urgency of calling in a teclmician on overtime to address 

conditions that are within the standard. 
- Wayne M . Robi11so11, Central Wyomi11g Coliege 

Response #4: 
I would have health concerns about legionella bacteria with 

hot water temps set [as low as those set by th e Califorrua State 
University System]. 

-Cnrol]. Dollard, PE., LEED AP, Colorndo Stnte U11iv1tnity 

Response #S: 
68 degrees for heating, 78 degrees for cooling. 

- Hnny Spmrow, St. Mmy's College of Mmyln11d 

Response #6: 
SCU rw,s a range of 68 degrees to 73 degrees, though I've 

heard rumors we wil l be increasing it in an attempt to save 

energy and dollars. 

-Stncy Co11110/61, Snntn C/nrn U11iversity 

Early Warning Leak Detection Systems 
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Water from: 
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or 
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or 
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/\ BAMBOO FLOORING 

(l I INITIAL QUERY: 

Our arcru tect has specified so(jd bamboo floor-
ing for a community meeting a11d multipurpose 

room in a new building that will be built on our campus. T he 
room will be used for commuruty events and for dining. I am 

interested in hearing comments that anyone has about bamboo 

flooring in a busy public space. 
- Wnyne M. Robinso11, Central U'joming College 

Response # 1: 
I've experienced bamboo fl ooring at two institutions and 

both were not good. I t does indeed scratch easily! H aving stu

dents pushing chairs together to study or congregate caused 

daily heat break for the diligent custodian. Too much liquid 
from spills or the not-so-d iligent custodian caused heart

break for the carpenter trying to figure out how they get the 
cupping. AJ·chi tects love the stuff because it really bumps the 
LEED factor. 

- Rick Becke1; Milton Hershey School 

Response #2: 

I performed impact and scratch durabili ty tests on bamboo 
flooring compared to traditional oak and maple hardwood 

® 

fl ooring. I tested horizontal grain, verti -

cal grain, and strand woven bamboo floor
ing, in solid and "engineered" versions. In 
spite of manufacturers' claims, all brands 

of horizontal and vertical grained bamboo 
flooring proved to be more easily dented and 

scratched than white oak, red oak, or maple 
hardwood floor ing. One brand o f strand 

woven solid bamboo flooring proved to be as 
scratch resistant and more dent and impact 

resistant than the oak or maple hardwood 
flooring; other brands o f strand woven bam
boo flooring were of inferior qualjty, 

- Tim Bnke1; Tr11mn11 Stnte University 

/\ CAT POPULATIONS 

l J ON CAMPUS 
INITIAL QUERY: 

Are your computer and electrical systems safe from 
undetected water leakage? ... Don't wait 'till its too late! 

H ere at Arizona State Uni

versity in Tempe we are dealing with large 
numbers of feral and abandoned pet cats. 
We have a Mild Cats o rganiza tion that feed, 
spay/neuter, vaccinate, and trap cats for 

adoption, but they are overwhelmed by the 
numbers. Has anyone else faced this, and 
how have you handled it? 

Call 1 -800-533-6392 today for free catalogs and pricing or 
visit our web site at: WWW.WATERALERT.COM/CG.tffll 

From the Mfg'r of Systems installed in over 
w..-.R.ALBBT" 19,000 sites across the U.S. 
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I
n today's tough economic times, the effects 

on every part of our lives, individually and 

within our organizations, has been swift and 
direct. As budgets ar e being cut, the practical 
needs of our roofs, walls, and ,vindows will 

continue. Simply deferring maintenance can have a 
catastrophic effect that includes an overall reduction 

in the predictable performance as well as an impact 
on building system li fe ex'J)ectancy. 

It is a simple and practical truth that building 

envelope components tl1at are not maintained wi ll 

experience more direct problems that affect t1,e 
building occupants and will have a shorter useful life. 

As my grandfather used to say to me in my yourn, 
"Waste not, want not." More than ever our focus wiJJ 

need to be on maximizing the useful life of our exist
ing building envelope systems. 

An important aspect of maximizing useful 
life in a building envelope system is how Figure 1. 

a problem is addressed upon discovery. 

tl1at the leak may be from an adjacent tl1rough-wall 

flashing, window, or cladding system. An invest
ment was made in the replacement of a building en

velope system tl1at may have been performing just 
fine. The lesson of this story is that it is important 

to properly investigate and establish the cause of 
problems before remediation is undertaken. 

One of the great tools that Mother Nature 
provides for us is the abi lity to replicate the condi
tion in many cases through the use of targeted 

and methodical water application. In the previous 

example, had the cause of m e water entry been 
verified with a proper replication effort, it would 

have established the cause of the problem and 

prevented tl,e unnecessary replacement of the roof 
system. Wbetl,er a standardized effort usin g the 

appropriate ASTM o r AAMA standard is engaged 

When a need arises to address an issue 
witl, a building envelope, whether it is 

because of reported water entry into a 
building interio r or a condition discov

ered during an inspection, it is important 
to consider the different elements to 
proactive and effective building envelope 
remediation. 

Example of a Single-Ply Roof System Renovation 
Value Comparison 

It may seem overly simple and lack 
eloquence, but know whflt you are fixing! 

Always avoid the temptation to invest in 
premature remediatio n a ttempts. T here 
have been multiple occasions when a 
building owner or facilities manager says, 
"\ i\Te had tl,is leak, so we replaced the 
roof, and it still leaks in the same loca
tion. Why is mis happening?" Furrner 
investigation o f the water entry shows 

9 I Facilities Manager 

Current Age: 18 Years Old 

Current Useful life: 2 Years 

Replacement Value: $250,000 

New System life Expectancy: 20 Years 

Proposed Renovation: Complete Base Flashing 

Replacement will extend the 

useful life to 5 years at a cost of 

S 12,000. 

Value Comparison: 

Renovation Cost/Extension of Useful Life =S 12,000/3 years 

= $4,000/year 

Replacement Cost/System Life Expectancy = $250,000/20 years 

= S 12,500/year 



or a more informal approach simply utilizing a single spray 
application or the d istribu ted application of a multi-nozzle 

spray bar, water appl ication can be a powerful tool in many 

efforts to investiga te building envelope problems. Once the 

root cause of the issue is established, the appropriate range o f 
options for remediation can be eva luated. 

"When considering building envelope 

remediation, the different courses of action 
can be classified into one of three distinct 

possibilities: repair, renovation, or replace
ment. A definition and discussion regarding 
each follows. 

Repair. Repair is an investment in 
remediation related to an existing build

ing envelope component that addresses 
a specific discontinuity in performance 

but does not extend the useful life of the 
building envelope component beyond 

its current condition. An example of this 
would be a simple repair to a field spli t 

in a built-up roof system. This would 

repair a definite isolated discontinuity 

repair or renovation no longer makes economic sense or will not 
assure predictable performance. (j) 

Dave Hasse is a registered roof consultant and project manager with 

SRI Consultants, Inc., Milwaukee, WI. This is his first article for Facilities 

Manager, and he can be reached at dhasse@sri-engineering.com. 
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in the roof membrane, but the overall 

condition of the roof system has not been 
enhanced. When investing in this type of 

remediation, it is important to limit the 
investment in the repair to the current ex
pected life cycle in the building envelope 

component. Simply put, you should do a 
five-year repair if you estimate the cur

rent useful life of the system as a who le 

Lerch Bates understands the way your campus facilities interact 
with people, and how all of a building's systems come together to 
enhance its overall safety, use and effectiveness. Our experts 
have been using this insight to advise on elevators and escalators, 
materials managemenVmaterials handling, facade access and 
building systems for over 60 years. 

is three to five years, not a repair that 

will last for IO to 15 years. That could be 
described as good money after bad. 

This guidel ine compares the cost of the 

renovation and the anticipated extension 
of useful life with the system replacement 
value and the anticipated li fe-cycle of a 

new system. If the cost per year of the 
life cycle extension related to the renova

tion is less than the cost per year of a new 
building envelope system, the renovation 
is a good value. An example of a guide

line analysis of a sin gle-ply roof system 
hase flashing replacement can be seen in 

Figure l. 
Replacement. Replacement is quite ob

viously an invesan ent in remediation that 
consists of replacing an existing building 

envelope component with a new building 
envelope component. This option is typi
caJJy recommended when investment in 

• Modernization Evaluations and LEEO- Certification 
• Maintenance Audits & Condition Assessments 
• Client Oriented Maintenance Contracts 
• Real Time Elevator Performance Monitoring 
• New Construction Design 

800.409.5471 
www.lerchbates.com 
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What Happens When the Right 
People Are in the Wrong Places? 
By Matt Adams, P.E. 

0 
ne of the many benefits of 

working for a nonprofit 
insti tution like a university or 

school district is the feeling of security. 

Most institutions will honor their com
mi tment to the staff in virtually all finan

cial circumstances. This makes working 
for nonprofit institutions very attractive. 
However, this benefit creates an organi

zational challenge to the management o f 
the faci lities departmenrs. 

Over time, the makeup of the staff 
and the head count wi thin each of the 

service centers changes. Sometimes one 
person reti res and the next year we lose 

ten. In economic boom years we lose 
staff to local busi11esses. There arc a 
variety of reasons why the roles change. 

Couple this reality with the fact that 
our physical plants :md service respon

sibilities change simultaneously. 
Finally, there is the issue of recruit-

Get All the Good Stuff 
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Cl ,11.,)nt.\l SJ IHJ't; 
GL m111,1, 
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facility size and now your software costs 
work the same way. No matter what the 
size of your facility, our entire suite of 
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the square foot, with prices starting at 
just $500, including our PDA based 
inspection software, everyone can have 
the best professional tools on the market. 

Bundled with APPA's Custodial Staffing 
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ment and hiring of new staff. For some 

institutions it can take months. The 
result is that at any given time we fi nd 

ourselves with a great pool of plant staff 

members, but not necessarily in the 
right positions. What can we do about 

a ci rcumstance that all of our peers find 

themselves in from time to time? 

SEEING THE BIG PICTURE 

Upon review of the makeup of the 
plant management department changes 

are often required. For example, the 
department might he staffed with four 
electricians and one painter. However, 

the workload for the plant clearly 
requires at least four painters and only 

two electricians. \tVhi le the staff is 
qualified and devoted to the institu

t ion, the makeup of these two depart
ments is incorrect. 

At this point the workload and the 

staff makeup are not compatible and 
one department is likely to be underuti

lized whi le the other is deferring work. 
W ithout change, this mismatch will af

fect the departt11ent in a variety of nega

t ive ways and more importantly, the 
plant will not be maintained properly. 

In some institutions the fea r of labor 
disputes or morn le clamage freezes man

agement, preventing them from finding 
a remedy to the problem. In fact, there 

are two issues: 
I ) how to change the makeup of the 

mismatched service centers, and 
2) how to execute the workload of the 

two departments during a reallocation 
process. 

Given the potential sensitivity of such 
issues, the manager of this reallocation 

is required to provide as much trans
parency as possible. In addition, there 

cannot be too much communication of 
every form wi th the affected staff and 
the depar011ent during such a process. 
There must be :i sta rt and end to this 
change, and that is the hest place to 



start. A clear and concise project defini

tion is published that states the current 

makeup, and desired makeup, and the 

straightforward and factual reason for 

the change. This same document must 

clearly delineate a set of business rules 

that will guide the process, and that pro

cess cannot be deviated from. 

In addition to the acknowledgment 

that the service centers should have the 

number of positions changed from x to 

y, there should be the most emphatic 

announcement of business rule# 1: 

"Nobody is going to get hurt." This is 

the first fear of many, and it is best dealt 

with up front. The leadership of the 

department cannot over-communicate 
this point and must stick to it from 

beginning to end. In fact, since we know 

what the service centers look like now, 

and how they need to look in the future, 

a variety of actions can be taken to effect 

the reqnirecl change and not hurt the 

A CLEAR AND CONCISE PROJECT DEFINITION IS PUBLISHED THAT 
STATES THE CURRENT MAKEUP, AND DESIRED MAKEUP, AND THE 
STRAIGHTFORWARD AND FACTUAL REASON FOR THE CHANGE. 

existing staff. G iven this oppo rtuni ty to 

achieve the goal and not traumatize the 

staff, why not communicate the facts 

openly and frequently? 

THE SHORT-TERM FIX 

The immediate goal is to prevent the 

deferral of maintenance work due to any 

shortages of staff for one o r more service 

centers. Hopefully, the work is generally 
planned and scheduled. From this de

fined workload tl1e short deparanent can 

be augmented with helpers. Virtually all 

plant staff is able to make up some work 

backlog with an assistant while waiting 

for a normal skilled staff member. And 

any time spent by the helpers in the ser

vice center is valuable training for them 

as well. ln addition, the use of outside 

contractors is a possibili ty. 

Given tl1e sensitivity of using con

tractors to make up work from short 

staff, the contracrors should work at 

the discretion of the short department. 
In addition, the workload and duration 

should be clearly defined so as not to 
create the fear that the contractors are 

permanent replacements. These tactics 

will not make up for a short-staffed 

department and, as always, there may 

not be enoug h funds for much discre

tionary contracted work. H owever, with 
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prioritization of the "must complete" 
maintenance activities, a compelling 

case can be made to provide budget for 
this transitional resource. 

LONG-TERM TRANSITIONS 

The longer term transition plan 

requires some basic planning, reason

able assumptions, and implementation 

PUT'EM 
TOWORII 

of the predefined business rules. The 

whole process may take up to five years, 
perhaps more. Given our commitment 

not to traumatize our staff or the depart
ment, we will need time to correct what 

might have taken 20 years to create. T he 
change management planning process is 

not unlike other basic project manage
ment techniques. 

Available in Gray or Brown 
30' Wide in 4', 5', 6' & 8' Length 
Conference Tables & Benches 

18" Wide in 6' & 8' Length 
and 5' & 6' Round 

Commercialite® 
Folding Tables and Benches 
TESTED TO OVER 3500 LBS! 

-MSCourt UAI iilufacturtng 

We build 'em better 
Contact Rudy - 800-333-2687 x 20 I 

Pedestal 
Tables 

Custom Plywood 
Folding Tables 

Fort Smith, Arkansas USA • www.mccourtmfg.com 
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TaJcing a five-year planning template 
the deparonent can plot the estimated 

roles of the deparo11ent based on averag

es for basic human resource occurrences. 

No names are used, and the assumptions 
always have an accuracy defined by plus 

or minus, in month or years. This same 
process is ideal for future pla1ming to 

prevent the mismatches of the pres-
en t. So as one Likely retirement in one 

department is anticipated, this position is 
transferred to the short deparonent. 

Given historical records, we can 

expect one person to leave for personal 
reasons each year at a rate of l per 30 
employees. These facts are all plugged 
into our plan and the resultin g roles 

for the service centers are the yearly 
baseline. Taking advantage of any luck 
that may help deficits, the remaining 

shortages are gradually offset using 
employee-friendly strategies. These 

include: financial incentives for retrain

ing; early retirement buyouts; creation 

of or acceleration of an apprenticeship 
program; cross-o·aining; and redefinition 
of position descriptions. 

Some tactics are viewed as implausible 
for many institutions. For example, 

"early buyout" of an employment con
tract is often viewed as taboo by many. 

H owever, if a department is overstaffed 
or another is desperately understaffed, a 
simple mathematical return on invest

ment can often justify a transfer of one 
position between service centers. In 
other words, if 30 percent of the work 
in the paint shop is being deferred while 
we have an exo·a position in another 

shop that is underutilized, paying a 
person a year or more for optional early 
retirement might be easi ly justified 

based on the losses created by the cur
rent situation. (j) 

Matt Adams is president of Adams FM2, 

Atlanta, GA. He can be reached at matt@ 

adamsfm2.com. 
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APPA Proposes "Educational 
Facility Standard" to National 
Fire Protection Association 
By Michael A. Anthony, P.E. 

A PPA's Code Advisory Task Force 
is working on an initiative to 
approach the ational Fire 

Protection Association (NFPA) about 
developing a national safety standard for 
our industry. The objective is to create a 

framework for leading safety practices in 
educational facility management. 
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Educational facility safety infrastructure 

is growing at an accelerating rate across 
multiple din1ensions of people, processes, 

and technology. T his infrastructure needs 
an industry-specific document that would 
have the following benefits: 

• Provide a compilation of existing 
NFPA codes and standards and fi ll 

gaps that are not now covered by 

any document. 
• Function as a best practice document 

for cost and benefit benchmarks. 

• Provide a framework for the evolu
tion of leading safety practices in 

much the same way that NFPA-99, 
Standard for H ealth Care Faci li

ties, has provided a living document 
that is widely used in the healthcare 

ii1dustry. 
If the initiative is successful, the 

educational faci lity standard will be 
approved by the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI), adoptable in 

whole or in part by any public or private 
organization. T he degree to which a 
living document for the educational 

faci lities industry becomes a tool of col-

Facility managers often tell us 

that Special-Lite® Doors pay for 
themselves many times over because 

they last longer and are practically 

maintenance-free. In fact, that's 

exactly what they're designed to do. 

• No need to paint or refinish 

• Won't rust or dent 

• Withstand high traffic and abuse 

• Extend service life of entire entrance 

Evaluate their perfonnance 
for yourself with our free 
door program. 

Visit our website for details. 

A Special-Li tee 
~ Doors with,HU>re,.!Jfr,t.. 
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laboration will be reflected in effective 

risk characterization and budgeting. 
M anaging la rge, complex, capital

intensive educational facility infra

structure assets with unique architec

tural and social identities is different 

from managing other asset classes. 

Differences in everything from depart

men t culture to annual facility use 

patterns mean that facility manag-

ers cannot implement the same 

safety approaches in all buildings. 

Approaches must be scaled to the 

occupancy type and informed by the 

interconnectedness and the specifics 

of a given facility. One of the desired 

outcomes o f this initiative would 

be to provide coherence to the 

broad subject of educational faci lity 

safety infrastructure that is unique 

to multi-building campuses with a 

variety of risk aggregations. 

NFPA is an accredited standards-

developing organization by SI with 

a 113-year history of working with a 

variety of organizations and entities in 

developing best practice documents 

such as the 1 ational E lectric Code®, 

the Life Safety Code®, the Build-

ing Energy Code®, and the Building 

Construction and Safety Code®. In 

addition to being the largest and most 

widely accepted codes and standards 

developing organization in the world, 
the NFPA offers the most transparent 

and affordable platform for an industry 

to develop an SI-approved best-

practice document. 

T his initiative is an example of how 

the ational Technology Transfer Act 

of 1996 (Public Law 10+-113) can be 

put in service for our industry. This 

law promotes the development of new 

industria l and technology standards by 

requiring that all federal agencies use 
privately developed standards. f\l)PA's 
Code Advisory Task Force anticipates 

that this standard would be a docu

ment that would be used by the U.S. 

Department of Education, individual 
state education agencies, and thou

sands of local school districts. 

Exceptional enterprises know they 

must seek partnersh ips in order to ac

celerate the growth and enhance the 

competitiveness of its members. The 

initiative by the Code dvisory Task 

Force wi ll help all stakeholders in the 

education facilities industry to seek 

value in existing leading practices, to 

inspire questions and answers, and to 

No more 
ugly tile and 

groutl 

create receptivity to new ideas about 

the Future. (j) 

Mike Anthony is a senior electrical engi

neer at the University of Michigan and 

APPA's representative on the National 

Electric Code. He may be reached at 

maanthon@umich.edu. 
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(co111i1111ed from pnge ·1-1) 

Response # 1: 
We have a similar problem. T here are local residents who 

feed, spay/neuter, and so on. We rried to work with local humane 
organizations, the city, and the county to be able to rum in the 

cats. This backfired on us, and we received complaints from aU 

sides plus got caught up in bureaucratic red tape. There are those 
who complain the cats arc a nuisance and public health threat; 

people are letting them into the bui ldings and they are causing 

Aca problems, not to mention hissing at students and creating 

more unwanted cats. Then there are those who complain about us 

removing the cats; they don't want them destroyed. 

It has been a lose-lose situation for us, and we tread ,,;th cau

tion. It has gone so far as someone complaining to our EOP office 

about this, and I had to provide copies of the ordinances showing 

the legal rights and implications the university assumes regarding 

this issue. We have yet to find a solution cl1at works for us. 

- L1111m Pe1go/i::,::.i, University of South C111·0/i1111 

Respouse #2: 
I ran into this at an Army post I used to run in California. Locals 

would drop off unwanted cats. Other locals would feed them 

(sometimes), bur that was about it. T mink there is ample literature 
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to suggest that life on the wi ld (read feral) side is not a good one 

for the cats. In fact it's cruel. Far better to trap them and rum in to 

me humane society where cl1ey may stand a chance for a better life. 

Bottom line: You have to bui ld a detailed case for why whatever you 

do w:im the cats is better than the situation mey arc in. 

-,Wark C. elso11, Office of Fncility M11i11ten1111ce, Dit-ision of 
Cnpitnl Asset !'vfnnage111ent, Stnte of Mnssnchusetts 

Response #3: 

Vle are dealing wim the many deer mat come to campus for me 

green grass and tasty Aowers. \Nhen you come up with cl1e cat solu

tion, let's work on a deer solution as weU. Yes, we have students who 

are hunters, but mat is not an option. 

-A/1111 Cisneros, Ch11dro11 State College 

Join the Discussion! 
Subscribe to the APPAinfo discussion list at 

http://www.appa.org/appainfo/appamfosubscribe.cfm 

Steve Glazner is APPA's director of knowledge management, 
editor of Facilities Manager, and APPAinfo's list manager. He can 

be reached at steve@appa.org. 

"When we started this project, we had hopes for 
an efficient. environmenta lly friendly building. 
Many professionals helped us to achieve this 
anticipated LEED Platinum Certification, but none 
were more important than the fine people from 
W.S. Cumby who worked tirelessly on all of the 
details to turn the dream into a reality." 

Joe VanBernum 
Business Manager & CFO 

Overbrook School for the Blind 



Book Review Editor: Theodore J. Weidner, Ph.D., P.E., AIA 

There's nothing like 'book
ending' an issue. Since our jobs 
cannot be done without people, enjoy 

the insightful analysis of Suzanne Drew 
and her assessment of two books about 

managing people. As you take advantage 
of summer conferences or a vacation, or 

as you prepare for the return to students 

to your campus in the fall, these books 
will teach you a little more about manag
ing people - TW 

Reviewed by Suumne Drew 
WORKING LONGER: NEW STRATEGIES FOR 
MANAGING, TRAINING, AND RETAINING 
OLDER EMPLOYEES 
By William J. Rothwell, Ph.D., Harvey L. 
Sterns, Ph.D., Diane Spokus, Ph.D., 
Joel M. Reaser, Ph.D. Published by 
AM ACOM, New York, 2008. 244 pages, 
softcover, $29.95. 

A t the U niversity of Tebraska-Lin
ficoln, a quick demographic review 

of our nearly 450 full-time facilities 

employees shows that nearly 75 percent 
are at least 40 years of age, and nearly 

50 percent have already celebrated 
their 50th birthdays. Assuming our 

workforce is fairly representat ive of 
many other higher education facilities 

groups across the country, it seems 
likely that the aging of the baby boom
er generation, while havi ng a material 

impact across all sectors and indus
tries, may be having a disproportionate 
effect on faci lities-related professions 
and jobs. Jnterestingly, not only are 

our current, long-term employees 
becoming "older workers" but many of 
our new hires fall into this category as 
well. The same quick analysis shows 
that 40 percent of our employees aged 

60 to 69, and 33 percent of our employ
ees aged 50 to 59, were hired within 
the last five years. Given the economy 
and other factors, it appears a safe bet 

THEORY 
INTO 

PRACTICE 

_,_..,,__L_"'°· """'-..,,_ ....... __ 
that the average age of our workforces 

and applica nt pools will continue to 
climb into the future. 

These workforce changes provide 

the context for Working Longer. The 
authors present research and informa
tion on adult development and the ef

fect aging has on an individual's ability 
to learn, change, innovate, and work; 

they provide research-based, practi
cal recommendations to accommodate 

these changes, and ways to take advan
tage of them. 

For example, the authors point out 

that if you control for disease, aging 
has little effect on physical, intel
lectual, and mental abilities as they 

come into play in the workplace (with 
the exception of the most physically 
strenuous and demanding jobs). It is 
true that eyesight and hearing fade, 
but that can be accommodated with 

good lighting, contrasting print, larger 
fonts, and looking at people when you 
speak to them. Some older workers 

may process new in formation slower 
than they once did and may benefit 
from a g reater emphasis during the 

learning process on application and 

how it relates to things they already 
know well , but once the knowledge 
o r skill is lea rned, their accuracy and 

reliabili ty in applying it is often higher 
than that of their younger colleagues. 

The greatest challenge, conclude the 

authors - to both older workers and 
employers - is the erroneous common 
knowledge that one can be "too old" 

to learn and change, especially when it 
comes to new technologies and ski lls. 

Men working under this mistaken 
belief, employers can often fail to train 
and engage their older workers, and 
older workers themselves may limit their 

ambitions, their willingness to grow and 
take on new challenges, and often, their 

willingness to continue working. 

FIND ITALL 
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Older workers, the authors tell us, 
want to work to earn money, reta in 

benefits, to make meaningful contribu
tions, do interesting work, and maintain 
meaningful social contacts. Employers 

of older workers benefit from fewer 
voluntary absences, less turnover, fewer 

accidents, higher productivity rates, and 
years of expertise and knowledge. Given 

the very rea l changing demograph-
ics of our workforce and the potential 

benefits to all in the very practical and 
accessible recommendations set forth, 

the concepts and ideas presented in 
Working Lon1;er are sure to spark some 
interesting and valuable o rgani1,ational 

conversations. 

Reviewed by Suza11ne Drew 
NOT EVERYONE GETS A TROPHY: 
HOW TO MANAGE GENERATION Y 
By Bruce Tulgan, Published by 

Jossey-Bass, New York, 2009. 182 pages, 
hardcover, $24.95. 

W hile reading Not Everyone 
Wins a Trophy, I kept think

ing of the famous optical illusion that 

appears to be a picture of a vase, until 
you just sligh tly shift your focus, and 
the picture clearly becomes two people 
looking nose-to-nose. Bruce Tulgan 

begins by acknowledging some of the 
commonly held , and not necessa ri ly 

compl imentary, percept ions of mem
bers of the Y Generation, those horn 
between 1978 and 1990. 

Among them: they won't do grunt 
work and want the top job day one; 
they need work to be fun; they don't 

respect their elders or authority; they 
don 't care about cl imbing the prover
bial career ladder; and they will never 
make good managers because they are 
so self-focused. \¥hi le acknowledg-
ing that many Gen Y behaviors can 

be perceived that way, he shifts the 
focus to show how these very traits and 
characteristics, with the right manage
ment and support, can also make this 

generation of workers one of the most 
productive and committed. 
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T his generation, he po ints out, was 

reared during the self-esteem-based 
Decade of the Child. T hey were given 

options and a voice since early child
hood and taught to be proud of their 
differences and uniqueness. They 

were born to the Internet and take 
for granted the abil ity to research and 
become "expert" on any subject at any 

time. They have had the greatest buy
ing power at a younger age than any 

generation before them, and have come 
to demand good customer service in 

NOT 

pretty much all of their interactions. 
Because they have seen so much change 

in their lifetimes, they don't find it at 
all threatening and have developed an 

expectation for short-term and direct 
returns on investments of their time, 
attentions, and energies. Un like many 
generations before them, because of 
their h istories, they view authority 
figures, such as parents, teachers, and 

eventually employers, not as audiences 
to please, fear, or rebel against, but as 
equals with slightly different perspec
tives who have a responsibility to and an 
interest in helping them succeed. 

Tulgan presents a series of specific 
and usable recommendations to recruit, 
select, manage, train, develop, cor rect, 

reward, motivate, and engage these 

employees. Best of all however, his 

recommendations to get the most out 
of these employees are likely to get the 

best out of any employees regardless of 
age. For decades, management litera
tu re has preached that to get the most 

commitment and creativity out of a 
workforce, management should provide 

clear expectations on work performance, 
work habi ts and work culture. T hey 

should provide ongoing and accessible 
support and feedback. They should pro

vide employees both with the context of 
their work and managements decisions, 
as well as opportunities for meaningful 

input, contribution, growth, and devel
opment of slcills and abilities. 

It turns out, that while these "high 

maintenance" management strategies 
have traditionally been considered an 

option for organizations seeking in
creased creativity, productivity, and en
gagement, th is new generation considers 

them basic expectations ... at least if you 

want them to stick around for a while. 
Because Tulgan's practical and ac

cessible recommendations run the 

gamut from recruiting and selection, to 
preparing new employees for success, to 

how to give effective feedback, to how 
to motivate and build commitment and 

engagement, Not Everyone Gets a Trophy 
is a good and usable management book 
regardless of the age of workforce. The 

book is an easy and fun read, provides 
truly good and useful information for 
any workforce - and Tulgan's many 

anecdotes will either make you laugh 
or shudder, depending on when your 
birthday is. (j) 

Ted Weidner is assistant vice chancellor 
of facilities management & planning at 
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln and 
president of Facility Asset Consulting. 
E-mail him at tweidner2@unfnotes.unl. 

edu. Suzanne Drew is the director of staff 
development and management at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln. E-mail her 
at sdrew@unlnotes.unf.edu. 



What's good for business is good for society. Turn to TAC for complete 
building solutions that cut energy usage. Go to tac.com today. 
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Western Construction Group specialists bring 90-plus years of experience, innovation, 
financial strength and safety to every assignment. Whatever the scope and schedule 
of your project, we have the stability and capability to see it through. 

Call on our expertise whenever you need: 
• Masonry, concrete and EIFS restoration 
• Parking and plaza deck restoration and waterproofing 
• Building cleaning/waterproofing and sealant 

installation 

Western Construction Group is the proud recipient 
of APPA's Business Portner Silver Award for 2008. 

Get your next facility restoration project off to 
the strongest start possible. Contact the Western 
Construction Group branch manager in your area. 
With 39 offices across the country, you can find the 
one closest to you by visiting westerngroup.com and 
clicking on People/Locations. Or call our national 
marketing office - 800.325.2801 , Ext. 138. 



Compiled by Gerry Van Treeck 

Pallas Textiles introduces 
the new Viva Italia Col

lection, which brings to 
life the timeless beauty, 

romance, and style of the 
world's most beloved Ital

ian destinations. Created in 
conjunction with award

winning designer Sue 
Ross, Viva I talia's versatile 

patterns bring elegance to 

any corporate, education, 
hospitality, or healthcare environment. This beautiful collection 
of smaller-scaled, easily usable patterns was created, by intention, 

to layer well with larger-scaled graphics and solid texture designs 
that are the necessary balance to using multiple elements within a 

project's palette. Each product has an interesting textural and visual 
message, and a1I speak to quality, perfonnance and timeless design. 
For more information visit PaJlas Textiles at www.pallnstextiles.co111. 

Sign Sentry LL( offers 

the Sen try Alert 2 I 00. 
The Sentry Alert 2100 
monitors up to 15 cir
cuits in your electrical 

panel (plus three re
mote circuits) for lights 

out at night and lights 
(such as parking lot 

lights) on during the 

day and alerts you via e-mail. This keeps you and your students 
and staff safe and reduces energy costs. T he Sentry Alert 2100 
can also monitor three temperature inputs to detect heating and 
cooling failures. Patent protected, FCC, DLS/CSA, and OSI.IA 
certified with low cost and quick and easy installation. For ad

ditional details about Sign Sentry LLC visit www.sig11sentry.co111. 

d\:--
~~ StarRez 

Onity and StarRez have part

nered to develop an interface 
solution that enables StarRez's 

housing system to seamlessly 
integrate with Onity's popular 

lntegra electronic locking solution. The new interface will ex
change key housing information to and from the StarRez system 
and Onity's Integra system, saving time for system administra
tors, students, and staff, whi le integrating key components of a 
college or university's backend infrastructures. StarRez includes 

a comprehensive solution for student self-service, including ap

plications for housing, room selection, roommate search, along 
with staff administrative tools for room assignments, billing, 

communications such as e-mail , SMS, mail merge, and built-in 
reporting. For more information, visit O nity at www.onity.com 
and StarRez at www.sta1'rez.com. 

Component Hardware Group recently introduced its Sani

Grasp antimicrobial door pull for use on public 
restroom doors, effectively eliminating the need 

for restroom users to touch dirty door knobs after 
hand washing. SaniGrasp is a patented stainless 
steel door puJJ that permits the use of the foreann 

instead of hands to open the door, thus mini-
mizing the chance for cross-contamination of 
potentiaJly hannful bacteria. To further inhibit 

the growth of microorganisms, SaniGrasp has 
been treated ,vith SANIGUARD, an inorganic, 
silver-ion antimicrobial treaonent. SaniGrasp 

can wi thstand everyday abuse and its hole pat
tern is designed to retrofit to most existing door 

pull plates on the market today. The SaniGrasp 
also features engraved door opening instructions on 

the back plate to ensure proper use and comes com-
plete ,vith mounting hardware. SaniGrasp is compliant with 

both the Americans ,vith Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 and the 

Architectural Barriers Act (ABA) of 1968. For more infonnation 
about Component H ardware Group visit www.chgusa.com. 

Gateway Safety announces Wheelz ™ safety eyewear. Part safety 

glasses and part safety goggle, Wheelz eyewear combines popular 

sport styling with the maximum splash and impact protection of 
a goggle. U nJike traditional goggles that can be big and bulky, 
\ Vheelz eyewear has a compact, lightweight frame made of a soft, 

Aexible material for all-day comfort. An elastic head strap easily 
adjusts to ensure a safe, snug fi t. To help maintain clear vision, 
Wheelz goggles feature the patented Whirlwind™ ventiJation 

system, which minimizes fogging by circulating air through the 
optical chamber. Ten unique conical air chambers line the frame's 
brow area. Secondary air enters the goggle through ten addi
tional ventilation ports on the frame's underside, creating a strong 
"whirlwind" of air that circulates through the inner frame. Better 

vision increases compliance 
and helps prevent injuries. 
For further inforn1ation 

visit Gateway Safety at 
www.gatew{lysafety.c(lm. 
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Mitsubishi Electric HVAC Advanced 
Products Division, has announced the ar

rival of the AG-150, the newest addition 
to its CJ1Y MULTI Controls , etwork 

,._ (CMCN), the AG- 150. Mitsubishi Elec-

tric I IVAC's CITY MULTI system is an 
energy saving simultaneous cooling and heating two-pipe system 
that allows every individual space to have its own personalized, 

wned comfon system. Offering a wide range of energy saving 
functions such as seasonal scheduling and automatic S\vitchover, 

the new AG-150 can monitor and control up to 50 indoor units 

and features a color touch panel display and 9-inch, high-resolu
tion, easy-to-use LCD screen. For more infonnation visit Mitsubi

shi Electric at 11TWW.111ebvac.com. 

Zoneworks introduces the SCL Series of sliding curtain walls, 
a highly Aex.ible and adaptable fabric wall system that makes 
it easy to change the interior space of virtually any industrial 

or commercial facility- while at the same time - el iminat
ing the need for costly and time-consuming projects involv-

Ad Index 

ing permanent walls, or rigid 

panelized systems. Zoneworks' 
SCL curtain walls al low users 

to quickly and easily create 
new environmental zones and/ 

or alter existing space to better 
meet the needs of the operation 
and/or building occupants. The 

flexible fabric walls are ideal for 
virtually any application where permanent load-bearing walls 
are not needed, or cost-prohibitive. Customized to match the 

unique requirements of each installation, SCL curtain walls 
save energy, optimize the use of functional areas, control dust 

or fumes, ensure privacy, and improve aesthetics. For greater 
detail visit Zoncworks at www.zo11ewoi-ks.c0111. 

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and 

suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. 

For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail 

Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net. 
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INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION NE1WORK 

WE MAKE SECURITY S IMPLE 

Offering a variety of products from 
leading manufacturers, such as: 

The Electric Latch Retraction exit device from SARGENT provides 
remote-controlled latch retraction for high traffic egress doors, and 
delivers quiet, smooth operation. Easily installed in new or retrofit 
applications, the S6- ELR features maintenance-free design with few 
moving parts. Plus. each device draws less than one amp of 
power, simplifying installation and increasing 

system design flexibility. 

m 
c.,,,,,t,,,1co100t. S..S,.C~'"'lc...,...,. ... AS&t.Aamc;,,...,....,... ,......_ .......... 

Contact your local 
I DN Distributor ,W,AARIUY thrr.lobJll,older 

in door Op<"lllng \OlulKJO\ 

National Strength, Local Service 

■-.... -
• lllfl.Wnt 

• llllMano 

Try Your Luck! 
Simply visit 

www.idn-inc.com 
for your chance to 
win an iPod Touch 

• Select your ION 
Region 

• Click on the "Request 
Information" link 

• In the "Nature of 
Request" section, 
click "Other" 

• Type in "Promo 
Code 0409AD" 

• Click " Submit" 
• You are automatically 

entered into the raffle 



We have over 25 years of experience helping 
facilities managers maximize their contribution 

Our solutions provide: 

• Detailed insight and control of infrastructure cost 

• Complete indirect cost recovery 

• Accurate capital planning and allocation 

• Agility and support for innovation 

More than 80% of higher 
education institutions are 
looking to their facilities 
organizations to deliver 
savings in 2009 

Find out why 2 out of 3 facilities organizations* choose FAMIS Enterprise Facility 
Management Solutions to help them lead the way 

Call today 310-526-5783 or visit us at accruent.com 

• FAMIS has approximately 65% share of IWMS Installations al leading US higher education establishments 
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